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ABSTRACT

This report is one of severalthat resultedfrom a Uteratumreviewperformedas pert of SHRP

ContractA-003A, "PerformanceRelated Testingand Measuringof Asphalt.AggregateInteractionsand

Mixtures.' The objective of the literature review was to aasiml_e Inf_ in the technical

literature relativeto chemical and physicalpropertiesof asphalt to _id pavement performance, as

def'medby fatlgue cracking, permanent deformation,thermal cracking, aging and water sensitivity.

This report focuses on the use of High Pressure Gel Permeation Chromatography (HP-GPC) to

characterizeasphalt propertiesand the mlation_ of HP-GPC parametersto pavement performance.

The state-of-the4lteratum has been synthesized with respect to HP-GPC and its use in

asphalt characte_ Although much irCormationon HP.GPC is available, the focus has been

on reports with Information on pavement field performance. This report is not intended as a

technical review or critique of them or principlesapplicable to HP-GPC technology.

Some the of difficultieswith the HP-GPC procedure are also documented herein. Three

basic conclusions on the use of HP-GPC can be made: 1) the molecular size distribution has a

definite effect on the physical properties (penetration,viscosity,ductility,etc.) of asphalts. However,

these effectsare not easily characterized;2) them are conflicting resultson whether HP-GPC analysis

can help to identify the performance of asphalt-aggregate mixtures;3) HP-GPC can be used to

identify differences in crude sources betweenvarious asphalts, between asphalts of the same grade

but with different aging characteristics,and between asphalts from differentrefineryprocesses.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION .-

This report is one of severalthat resultedfrom a literaturereview performedas part of SHRP

ContractA-O03A,"PerformanceRelatedTesting and Meesudngof Asphalt-AggregateInteractionsand

Mixtures'. One of the project objectives is to assimilateinformationin the technical literaturerelative

to chemical and physical properties of asphalts to pavement performance. In particular, the key

focuswas on relationshipsto field pavementperformanceas defined by fatiguecracking,permanent

deformation,thermal cracking, aging and water sensitivity.

Duringthe literature review,it became apparent that them was a body of research available

that characterized asphalt using High Pressure Gel Permeation Chromatography (HP-GPC) and

which also had information related to field performance. This body of informationwas deemed

important enough to be included in the literaturereview. However, the information and procedures

used were sufficientlydifferentfrom the more typical asphalt tests (e.g., viscosity, penetration,etc.)

that a decision was made to summarizethe results in a separate report dedicatedto the relationship

of HP-GPC products to pavement performance.

In accordance with the projectobjective cited above, this report is intended to synthesizeor

summarize the state-of-the-literature on the use of HP-GPC for asphalt characterization and any

relationshipsestablished with field performance. Although much literature is availableon HP-GPC

in general, the majority does not relate to field performance,and therefore, have not been included

in this review. This report is not intended as a technical review or critique of theories or principles

applicable to HP-GPC technology. It is intended to summarize informationwhich has been shown

to relate HP-GPC products to the performanceof selected asphalt-type pavements included in the

respective studies.

Several investigatorshave studied the subjectin detailin recent years,mostnotablyJennings

et al. (1985a & 1985b) in the expanded Montana Asphalt QualityStudy. In addition,Kinnison(1986)

and Zenewitz & Tran (1987), have further analyzed the data from the Montana study. Three other

reports are also reviewed: Glover et al. (1987), in Texas; Chollar at al. (1985), and Garrick & Wood

(1988, 1986). Each of these reports incorporates some information on field performance. The

reviews are in Chapter 2. Six other reports-Bynum & Traxler (1970), Hattingh (1984), BrOld et al.

(1986), Ishai et al. (1988), Price & Burati (1990), and Garrick & Biskur (1990)-have been included

as summaries in Chapter 3. All six studies, in one way or another, were part of a larger research

effort. Only those portions in which HP-GPC analysis was related to actual field performanceof the

pavements have been included for review. Informationin Chapter 3.0 is presented in chronological



order and supplements the reviews inChapter 2. Informationnot relatedto HP-GPC in these studies

has been omitted, e.g., BrQId et aL (1986) used different_ scanning calodmatry(DSC) in addition

to HP-GPC to determine the compositionof the asphalts;this informationis not included in these

summaries.

In addition to reports dealing with specificproject data, a number of reports are referenced

which represent discussions of the HP-GPC procedure and its possible applications to asphalt

technology. These are reports which we consider to be signit'mantto our understanding of the

concepts and applicationsrelativeto HP-GPC.

1.1 HP-GPC BACKGROUND

HP-GPC involves the separation of asphaltic materials into their components according to

molecularsize. Chromatographicseparation for asphalt compositionalanalysis may be performed

using several different methodssuch as the following:

• Gas Chromatography

• Inverse gas-liquid chromatography

• Liquid Chromatography

- Absorption

- Ion exchange

- Coordination

- Thin layer

Size exclusion (Size exclusion chromatography,
mostly HP-GPC: Jenningset al., 1985; Chollaret al.,
1985; Garrick et al., 1986; Kinnison, 1986; Zenewitz
& Tran, 1987; Gloveret al., 1987.)

Size exclusion chromatography (HP-GPC) separates components of the asphalt based on

the apparent size (hydrodynamicvolume) of moleculesand molecular aggregations/associationsin

dilute solution. The chromatogram describesthe molecularsize profile of an asphalL

1.2 HP-GPC PROCEDURES

For the purpose of HP-GPC determination, the asphalt sample is introduced into a solvent

(typicallytetrahydrofuran (THF) or toluene) flowingat high pressure through a column packed with

a highly porous, solid material. The liquid transportsthe asphalt through and around the porous

packing material in the column and as a resultsmallersize molecules in the asphalt can enter freely

into all the pores of the column packing whilevery large moleculescan enter none of those pores.
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Moleculesof intermediatesize have access to varying amountsof evairablepore volume. Therefore,

the larger molecules move through the column more rapidly than the smaller ones. The Large

Molecular Size (LMS) portion of the asphelt leaves the column first, followed by the medium-size

(MMS) and then the small-size (SMS) components. A detector measures the amount of each

component (Figure 1-1). The resultantchromatograrn(Figure 1-2) representsthe relative amount of

material (vertical axis) appearing at a given elution time (horizontal axis). Large molecules and

aggregationssee seen firston the left of the trace and successively smaller ones follow to the right.

This is referred to as the molecular size distribution (MSD) or molecular size profile. The precise

elutiontimes and shapes of profiles are functionsof column packing, length of pathway, fiow rata,

etc.; but see relatively constant for a given, carefully controlled system for a specific asphalt

(Jennings at al., 1985; Choliar et aL, 1985; and Gouw, 1972).

In HP-GPC analysis, molecules that aggregate emerge before unassociatedmoleculesof the

same or larger size. For example, Figure 1-3 shows the chromatogram of the original asphalt, as

well as the chromatograms of ASTM D 2007 ('clay gel" procedure) fractions obtained from the

odginal asphalL Notice that the short retention time (larger molecularsize) materialapparent in the

D 2007 fractions is not seen in the original asphalL Apparently the D 2007 procedure fomes

molecular associationswhich see not dissociatedby the tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent used in the

HP-GPC. The reconstructed chromatogram (based on the sum of the D 2007 fraction

chromatograrns)is different from the originalasphalt's chromatogram (Goodrich et al., 1986). HP-

GPC profiles reflect the apparent molecularsize distributionand not the true distributionof sizes

in the asphalL Another explanation (Glover et al., 1987) for this could be that some of the

apparently smaller molecular size material is actually of larger size, but because of its polarity is

weakly absorbed on the column, resultingin an increased retention time. The hypothesishere is

that a part of the molecules that elute at latertimes (i.e., in the SMS region) are actually larger polar

molecules that get weakly absorbed on the column. Hence, the *apparent" molecular size willvan/

with the following factors: solvent type, detector used, solution temperature (Montana Dept. of

Highways, 1983), asphalt concentration in the solvent (Jennings et al., 1982; Winniford, 1960).

However, most researchers (Montana Dept. of Highways, 1983; Jennings et al., 1982; Kinnison,

1986; Goodrich at al., 1986) do not give any data to quantify the influence of these problem factors.

These and other problems in interpretationof GPC results are discussed in the followingsection.

1.3 PROBLEMS WITH HP-GPC

There sea some problems associated with the use of HP-GPC for analyzing asphalt cements.

For example, paraffinic molecules in asphalt are larger then the aromatic molecules of the same

mass; consequently, during HP-GPC analysis, paraffinic molecules emerge before aromatic
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moleculesof the same mass. The comparisonof HP-GPC profilesfor asphaltsfrom aromaticsources

with those from paraffinic sources may be complicatedby this factor.

The discussionthat follows is partly extracted from Goodrich et al. (1986) and Glover et al.

(1987), which present an excellent summary of size exclusionchromatographytechniques.

1. The extent to which molecular associations form depends on several variables,

including: the solvent and solutionconcentration used (Jennings et el., 1982); the solution

temperature; the age of the solution,i.e., the time spent in the gel columns;and the unique

molecular mix originating from the crude. For example, two different solvents, THF and

toluene will givedifferent chromatograms(Gloveret al., 1987). Other solventsthat have been

used include chloroform, trichloroethylene,methylclodde,benzene, tetralin and benzonitrile.

Solventflow rateswill also have an effect,withhigher flow rates resultingin more association

in the LMS and, hence, the LMS portionof the chromatogram will be larger.

2. Condensed aromatic or polar moleculesmay have e smaller hydrodynamicvolume

than saturated hydrocarbonsof equivalent molecularmass (Bynum & Traxler, 1970). Thus,

high molecularweight polar compoundsmay elute at the same time as lowmolecularweight
saturates.

3. The response of the detector to the compounds being eluted from the column

depends on the detector type (Bynumand Traxler, 1970). Jenningset al. (1985) have used "_

both a refractive index (RI) detector and an ultraviolet (UV) detector and found that the

refractive index detector responds to moleculeswhich change the refractiveindex of the

mobile phase. The UV detector at 340 nm, respondsto moleculeswhich are aromatic (e.g.,

polynuclear aromatics) or which contain conjugated double bonds. As a result, the two

detectors give different information(Figure1-4), but fortunately, both detectors for an identical

sample of asphalt will exhibit the same trends. As can be seen from Figure 1-4, the I.MS

portion of the RI chromatogram is less pronounced than the LMS portion of the UV

chromatogram. UV detection at different wave lengths will also affect the chromatogram

obtained.

According to Jennings et ai., the UV detector has advantages over the RI detector.

Primarily, UV detectors are not as sensitive to temperature fluctuations, hence a fiat and

consistent baseline is obtained. RI baselines are subject to drift and require close

monitoring. Furthermore, the UV "sees"more material in the important LMS region. Water

is not detected by UV @ 340 nm, so interference from any water present is eliminated.

7



Figure 1-4. Comparison of data by UV @ 340 nm with that by refractiveindex for an asphalt
(Jennings et al., 1985).
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.Unfortunately,neitherdetectionsystemis usefulin monitoringsmall,simplehydrocarbonswhich may

exist in the SMS region. Such materialswill affectpenetration or viscosity,but cannot be detected

by HP-GPC as used by Jennings et al.

4. Adsorption of certain compoundson the column can influence the order in which

they are eluted from the column. Some of the "apparently"smaller molecularsize material

is actually of larger size but, because of its polarity, is weakly adsorbed on the column,

resulting in an increased retentiontime (Gloveret al., 1987). Glover et al. hypothesize that

a part of the molecules that elute at later times (i.e., in the SMS region; hence, the word

"apparently"smaller molecular size material) are actually larger polar molecules that get

weakly adsorbed on the column.

5. The selection of GPC columnsmay have a large effect on the GPC profiles. BrOld

et al. (1986), for instance, used differentsized columns in their "fast" and "ultra.fast-set-ups,

and consequently obtained different chromatograms. Conventional GPC (using a set of

several columns with typical particle sizes from 37 to 75 Mm on very diluted solutions)do

not differentiate between molecular weight distributiongreatly. In other words, it is difficult

to distinguish between chromatogramsof the odginal asphalt and of the same asphalt after

aging (natural or artificial). This is because such a GPC operates slowly enough so that

dissociationshavetime to develop,i.e., the aggregationsdeveloped duringthe aging process

dissociate (BrOI6 et al., 1986).

6. Defining asphalt GPC fractionsas large, medium or small based on calibration with

polystyrene standards are dependent as particular GPC columns and may be technically

misleading. The GPC measures the size of molecular associationsof asphalt components

and not the true molecular size.

9



2.0 REVIEW OF HP-GPC STUDIES

This chapter summarizesinformationfrom six HP-GPC studiesthat were reviewedin detail.

These six studies were selected becausethey provideinformationon potentialrelationshipsbetween

HP-GPC characteristicsand pavementperformance. Section2.1 describesstudiesby three separate

groups of researchers based on data from highwaysin Montana and seventeen other states. The

first two studies discussed are the works of Jennings et al., from 1980 and 1985. The third and

fourthstudies by Kinnison(1986) and Zenewilz & Tran (1987) are statistical treatmentsof the 1985

report by Jennings et al. Section 2.2 describesa study by Chollar et al. (1985), to compare the

results of Jennings et al.'s 1985 data with selected properties of the asphalt binder. Also, other

asphalt cements were analyzed. Section 2.3 summarizeswork by Adams & Holmgreen (1985), and

Glover et al. (1987), on HP-GPC and the performance of highways in Texas. Finally, Section 2.4

discusses research by Garrick & Wood (1988, 1986) on relationshipsbetween HP-GPC and the

penetrationand viscosityof asphalt cementsblended from productsof a residuumoilsuperextraction

(ROSE) refinery unit and other asphalts.

2.1 MONTANA ASPHALTSTUDIES

2.1.1 Jenninqs et al.I 1980

Description: Preliminarywork on usinghigh pressure liquidchromatography(HPLC)

as a tool for asphalt characterization was first done by Jennings in 1977. Using gel

permeation columns,which separate components of a mixtureby molecularsize, Jennings

analyzed a range of asphalt cements obtainedfrom diversely performing roadways. Each

asphalt, as a result of high pressure gel permeation chromatography(HP-GPC), yielded a

distinct molecular size distribution(MSD). The 1977 study concluded that HP-GPC can

•fingerprint" an asphalt. In an attempt to couple this informationwith the performance of

these asphalts in-service,Jennings et al. conducted a new study in 1980 with the following

objectives:

a. Refine the HP-GPC procedure to characterize asphalts and develop a

repeatable method of analysis;

b. Conduct a broader study of established roadways and determine the

characteristics of asphalts from roads with good performances;

c. Determine the ways in which less successfulasphalts (interms of pavement

performance) differ in these characteristics;

d. Estimate the effectsof asphalt aging;

10



e. Characterizea model for well-performingasphalts, and apply the model to

other asphalts to predicttheir field performance.

The followingGPC system was used in the 1980 study:

HPLC Instrument: Waters Associate
Detector:. Model R401 differentialrefractometer.

Column Type: 5/_-styragel columns:one 103_ three 500 _ one 105

onelOOJL
Solvent: UV grade tetrahydrofuran (THF)

A condition survey of the roads where cores were taken was also performed, and

a rating system was establishedto determine their performance as follows:

Excellent Older than 14 years and little cracking.
Good Newer than 14 years and few cracks.
Poor Newer than 10 years and cracking.
Bad Newer than 10 years and extensive cracking.

The types of cracking observed were primarily transverse cracking, with some

longitudinal and alligator cracking also noted. Unfortunately, no information on traffic or

structural sections were included in the report.

A total of 37 roads were selectedfor study (Table 2-1). The roads selected included

asphalt cements in each of the penetrationclasses (85-100, 100-120, 120-150, 150-200, 200-

300), represented the four Montana rer,'mrles, and were of varying ages and conditions.

RefineriesA and B produced asphaltswith relativelysmall amountsof LMS materiais; C had

higher amounts;and D, yet higher proportions. In addition, all refinerieshad different refining

processes. Three cores were taken fromeach roadway in the dghtwheel path. Effortswere

made to exclude projectsthat may have failed from factors other than asphalt, such as base

or subgrade failures.

Results: Jennings et al. (1980) discovered differences between the MSDs (as

indicated by HP-GPC chromatograms)of the asphalts taken from Montana's best performing

roadways (with respect to cracking),and the asphalts taken from the cracked pavements in

Montana. A nineteen year old road in excellent condition (Gallatin-Gateway South) was

chosen and used as the standard or "model'. The trend in all the chromatogramsshowed

that the greater the disparity between a given asphalt and the standard, the poorer the

11
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performanceof that asphalL "Thisis particularlytrue with regard to the size and amount of

LMS, i.e., asphalts with more and/or larger LMS are likelyto crack in Montana.

Jennings et ai. (1980) also determined the percent of asphaltenes in the asphalt

samples extracted from the Montana roads by heptane solubility. All samples containing

more than 19% asphalteneswere fromroads performingin the poor or bad range. Eighteen

samples with less than 15 percent asphaitenes were from roads in the good to excellent

range, with only two exceptions;one roadwith 17.4 percent asphaltenes rated bad and one

with 17.8 percent rated excellent. However,the bad road contained considerably more LMS,

as measured by GPC, than the excellent road and the standard. Asphaltane percentages

between 16% and 18% were split between good and bad asphalts. The researchers

concluded that asphaltene alonemay notalwaysaccurately predict performance. Penetration

and ductility measured from these samples correlated only fairly well with performance;

asphaitene content correlated better. The ideal range of asphaltene content is 12.5% to

16.5% Based on all the results of this study, Jennings et al. (1980), made some

recommendations for asphalt cementswhich are summarized in Table 2-2.

It was also observed that processingthrough either a batch or drum dryer plant

causes a twenty to eighty percent increase in the LMS components, and that a substantial

increase in LMS components is seen by the use of lime in asphalt mixes.

Conclusions: The followingconclusionswere drawn for Montana:

1. HP-GPC analysis provides a visual representation of the molecular size

distributionin an asphalL It was possible to characterize the asphalts from

the four differentrefineries.

2. HP-GPC can show the difference between various asphalts and these

differences can be related to cracking performance. Recommendationsfor

Montana are provided in Table 2-2 for the model asphalt.

3. Asphaitenes alone do not provide enough data to predict performance.

4. Penetration and ductilitydid not correlate very well with performance.

5. Common construction processes such as inclusionof fillers (e.g., lime) can

change the molecularsize distribution (MSD) of an asphalt.

6. Processingthrougha batchor drum dryer plant may cause increases of 20-

80% in LMS components.

However, since these resultswere limited to conditionsin Montana and to asphalts

from suppliers to Montana, it was recommendedthat the study be expanded to includeother
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states so as to verify and extend the results of the 1980 report. To achieve this aim,

seventeen states were included in an expanded study and the resultspublished in 1985.

Table 2-2. Recommended molecularsize components for Montana (Jenningset al., 1980).

Extracted Virgin
Caq:_nent Asl_stt* AsphaLt* 1990"*

LNS 8-10X 6-8X 18.5, 1.5X
NNS 46-_ 4&-I_/. 45, 1.5Z
SXS 4_-46X 46-_1X 36, 1.5X
AsI_et terw Content 12.5-16.5X 12.5-16X ---
Penetretion >120 dim >120 ohm ---

Note: These ere for the Stets of Nonteno onLy.
* These figures ere frm the 1980 study.
** Pribenic (1990) indicated these ere neu (as yet UnlxJbLished) recommercbtione.

2.1.2 Jenninos et el. (1985)

Description: In this study, 17 states were included. The objectivewas to analyze

the asphalts extracted from roads of known performance using HP-GPC, and then to

correlate the resultswith field performance,specifically transverse cracking. Fifteen out of

the seventeenstates includedinthe expandedstudy submittedperformance-relatedsamples.

The other two states did not submit any performance data associated with their core

samples. The asphalt binder was recoveredfrom4-inch diametercores taken from the right

wheel path of the designated lane. Table 2-3 summarizesthe age, trafficand conditionof

the selected roadways. In the selection of the cores, the most important factors under

considerationwere:

• The recovered asphaltwerefromroadwaysof knownperformance,specifically

focusingon performance related to transverse cracking;

• Pavements in whichcrackingperformancewas likely to have been adversely

affected by suchfactorsas subgradefailure,base construction,etc. were not

considered;

• ff a state is divided by climaticextremes,samples were taken from each of

these extremes.

17



Table 2-3. Field data for cores analyzed (Jennings etal., 1985).

IUTee
RANGEOF CRACKING* DEPTH AVERAGE

PAVEHEIITAGE , , , , DAILY

,Y,,. (Y.. 'ILl'lAID 'nches '"'it
AIC O o 29 Y N P P P 0 - 0.26 198 - 12,000
CO 3 - 21 Y P g P P O - 1.0 820 - 52,300
GA 2 - 13 Y P li II P 0- 1.0 200- 58,800
ID 3 - 22 Y P II P N 0 - 1.5 1,000 - 7,320
IL 4 - 19 Y P P P P 0 - O.&& SO0 - 17,500
liH 3 - 27 Y P P II II 0 - 0.45 375 - 12,567
NJ 2- 18 Y P P P Ii 0- 1.0 6,600- 122,000
NN 3 - 25 Y Y P P P 0 * 1.0 3,000 - 22,500
NO 2 " 36 Y P P P P 0 " 1.0 160 - 2,475
OH 3 " 25 Y Y Y P II N/A 570 - 37,260
PA 1 - 14 Y P P P P 0 - 0.5 2,200 - 46,715
SD 1 - 29 Y P P P II 0 - 0.63 271 - 4,320
TX 1 - 25 P P P P II 0 3,150 - 9,175
UT 3 - 12 Y P P II li 0- 1.0 3,030- 24,830
VY 1 - 28 Y P N II P 0 - 1.0 670 - 7,050

*The cracking data was broken down into types and extent of cracking by ARE inc.

Where: T - Tramsverse Y (yes)• 50X crooking
L • Longitudirmt P (present) • 11X - 50X cracking
It • Rarv:km II (no) • OX - IOX crooking
A • ALLigator
0 • Other

**Rut depths were not coLLected by Jennings et st. (1985), but were supplied by the
individual ststes to the FHVA.
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Also, samples of neat asphaltcement were obtainedfrom refinerieswhich currently

supplyasphalt binder to the participatingstates andthese materialswere tested and included

in the study. The asphalt cements were to be from the same crude source as the asphalts

used in construction of the cored pavements. This was, ultimately, not the case, as most

states did not havethe crude source information.Informationregardingdefinite identification

of crude source and refining process were only available for samples from Pennsylvania.

Table 2-4 lists the crude sourcesfor asphaltssupplied by Pennsylvania.

Asphalts recovered from the cores and those obtained from the refinerieswere

tested using HP-GPC procedures. For Jannings et ai.'s 1985 study, the HP-GPC system

used was:

Column Type: 3 ultra-styragelcolumns;one 10_ J_ two 500 A
DetectorType: ModelR401, refractometeranda two-channelabsorbance

detector.
Solvent: Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
Sample Concentration: 0.5 percent (w/v)
InjectionVolume: 100 #I
Flow Rate: 0.9 ml/min

Results;:The HP-GPC versusasphalt performance data collected for this study was

firstanalyzed by Jenningset ai. (1985). Kinnison(1986) laterperformed a statisticalanalysis

on this data, and Zenewitz & Tran furtheranalyzed the data in 1987. The findingsof all three

reports are presented below.

1. Jennin.qset al. (1985): Chromatogramswere compared visually and area

percentages calculated. The optimum concentrationof large molecule size (LMS)

materialfor a finishedasphalt in a givenregionwas found to be a functionof climate;

so climatezones were established. The climatezones were based on regionalization

of freeze thaw activity(Williams,1964) and othergeographicalconsiderations. A map

illustratingthe climate zones is shownin Figure 2-1. The resultswere hence broken

down according to climaticzones and further by location, and a summary prepared

by climaticzone. The percentages of LMSof the various asphaltstested rangedfrom

6 to well over 40. The highest percent LMS at which consistent excellent

performancewas found in a particularclimate zone, and the lowest percent LMS at

which crackingwas found in a particularclimate,are shownin Table 2-5. This table

also shows the recommended maximumpercentage of LMS in asphalt (note that

these are recommendationsfor asphaltsextracted fromcores) for each zone. As can
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Table 2-4. Properties and crude sources of asphalts supplied by Pennsylvania (Jennings et al., 1985).

VIs 140 e VJ.S 275 17JL";
IMSS _ 17.°£ _ _ DUC_0°F .3_.,"

Sec- Pez_for- neat core neat TFO neat TFO neat TED PVN neat: TFO TFO
tion mnce

T-3 E 16.9 21.7 72 45 1874 3902 303 556 -0.61 150+ 95.2 4._

T-6 G 25.1 29.2 80 44 1982 572/ 406 575 -0.45 150+ 33.0 12.4

T-2 G 36.9 39.2 64 38 2284 6835 402 569 -0.70 29 7.0 3..¢

T-4 P 2607 3006 65 38 1705 4694 355 527 -0.86 117 12.8 5..

T-I B 15.1 19.6 42 26 2710 5501 420 563 -i.04 150+ II.6 3.._

cr._ sour_

T-1 -- 49t Sahara, 21t W. Texas, 21% Montana, 9% Kansas - vacuum distillation and propane
a=s_h_t_

T-2 - 66.4t Texas Mid-Contlnent, 33.3t Arabian, - steam 6istLllation

T-3 - 85t It. Arabian, 15t Bachacjue=o- vacuum distillatlon

T-4 - 75% W. Texas Sour, 25% Texas and Louisiana sour - vacuum distillation

T-6 - Blend of Heavy Venezuelan and Middle Eastern - vacuum distillation

2O
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Table 2-5. Summary of HP-GPC and performancedata by climate zone (Jennings et aL, 1985).

3a GA 36 37 rutting below 32X 35
3b HJ 28 31 27

PA-SE 33 -- young pavement
OH-SU 33 34 31
IL-S 35 -- young pavement

5a w4-Su 25 26 24
5b m(.uc -- 26 23
8 PA-SW -- 28 26

OH-SC 31 32 29
9 HH-NE -- 26 21
14 paoli 22 25 young pavement 24

OH-NC -- 29 24
OH-HE -- 31 24

tL-C 37 39 exception, young 24
15 CO-Denver 2& 26 23

WY-E 20 22 exception ;I 23_ 20
15 SO 23 2& 22
16 HH-IIW 19 26 20

CO-W 22 24 exception 8 2SX 22
UT-Htn 24 26 23
Uy-w 25 29 25

ID-S 19 21 exception ;) 30X 19
ID-SE -- 18 17
ID-N 17,28 29 exception 8 28X 29

19 IL-HO -* 26 25

I4H-SE 26,30 31 26
20 14H-SV -- 31 21

21a CO*Ntn 27 -- exception 20
WY-Ntn 25 27

23 _-N -- 28 20

(1) Highest ZLNS at _hich consistent exceLLent parformence .as found in
that particular ctimte zone.

(2) Louest XLHS at vhich consistent cracking _s found in that particutar
climate zone.

(3) Highest ZLI4S recoamendedfor that cLiemte zone, finished asphalt,
i.e., asphalt that has been extracted from an in*service pavement.
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be observed, the data showsthat no asphalt with greater than 36% I.MS has given

an excellentcracking performanceanywhere in the country.

These recommendationswere made by the authors (Jenningset al., 1985)

based on available in-service performancedata (summarized in Table 2-3) and are

intended to allow a margin for localclimate and other effects. The authors believe

that adherenceto such guidelinescan help to reduce or eveneliminatethe incidence

of long-termtransverse cracking.

2. Kinnison(19861: A purelystatisticalapproach was adopted by Kinnisonto

analyze the same HP-GPC data that Jenningset ai. (1985) collected. The variables

investigatedwere: age, condition,cracking,rutting,traffic,% LMS, and % MMS. The

main statistical analysiswas a contingencytable analysisfor associationamong the

variables.

Contingency table analysis is the nonparametric statistical equivalent of

regression and correlation, and it is used to determine the significance of

nonparametric measures of association between the variables. A nonparametric

statistical method was selected because most of the data are classifications(eg.,

cracking is classified as transverse,longitudinal, etc.) and ranks (eg., condition is

ranked as good, poor, etc.) A secondary statisticalmethodologywas also applied,

i.e., logistic regression, which is a hybrid between parametric and nonparametric

statistical methods. It calculatesthe probabilitythat a pavement belongs in an age-

distress category. Appendix A describes in greater detail these procedures. Table

2-6 summarizesthe test of associationfor all pairs of variables.

The signircance levelsdiffervery little between the liftone data and the lift

average data, so the same conclusionresult from both data sets. The significant

associations seem to group the variables into two subsets: 1) age, condition,

cracking, rutting& trafr¢; and 2) %LMS and %MMS. The high associationbetween

the two chromatographyfractionsimpliesthat allthe informationabout these fractions

can be obtained from only one and use of both might introduce data dependencies

into an analysis. The probabilitiesfail into two groups, less than 95% and greater

than 99%. Those values over 99% are significant and those under 95% are not

signit'cant. The closer the chi-squared is to unity, the greater the =__ssociation

between variables. Appendix A provides a glossary of statisticalterms.
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Table 2-6. Test of associal_Is (Ironnison, 1986).

CNi-SQUAREASSOCIATION
SIGNIFICANCE

VARIABLES
LIFT LIFT
ONE AVERAGES

age vs. condition 0...'_.. 0. _-;-;@
age vs. crocking O...'Y_. 0._
age vs. rutting 0.1040 0.0000
age vs. traffic 0.9930 0.9915
age vs. XLI4S 0.&950 0.6805
age vs. :0414S 0.6970 0.6805

cond. vs. crocking 0. _;-_ 0...'_?..
cond. vs. rutting 0.0000 0.1420
cond. vs. traffic 0.9125 0.9255
cond. vs. XLNS O.1007 O. 1037
concl, vs. :M4S 0.8&58 0.5838

crock vs. rutting 0.9660 0.9S85
crack vs. traffic 0. _P_ 0...'_..
crack vs. XLI4S 0.0908 0.1329
crock vs. _g4S 0.92.% 0.7697

rutting vs. traffic 0.9998 0._
rutting vs. 7,LNS 0.8436 0.3913
rutting vs. _4S 0.9505 0.7951

traffic vs. XLHS 0.8939 0.9880
traffic vs. ZHNS 0.7910 O.MS2

XLI4S vs. X;mS 0._ 0._-;-;-_

Note: The cLoser the chi-squera is to unity, the greater the
association between variables. Onty those probabilities
greater then 99X are statisticaLLy significant.
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Noteworthy is that the chromatographyfractions did not show significant

_=__sociationswithany of the three indicatorvariables(condition,crackingand rutting).

Accordingto Kinnison,thisobscuresone of the originalpurposesof Jenningsat al.'s

(1985) study, which was to find an asphalt composition that is associated with

durable roads. However, no climatic data was included in the statistical analysis.

Also, Kinnison did not performthe analysis on data within any one climatic zone.

This may have affected his results.

3. Zenewitz and Tran (1987): Molecularsize data for asphalts obtained from

Jennings et al.'s (1985) study were further analyzed. Their relationto such factors

as pavement condition, rutting, cracking, asphalt lift, age, traffic and climate was

studied. A t-test was usedto determinesignificantincreasesor decreasesof average

molecular size (i.e., average LMS or average SMS) content using a 5 percent

confidencelevel.

Afterthe initialanalysis, the data was brokendown into younger (1-16 years

of age) and older (17.451 years of age) pavements because of the apparent

differencein the large and smallmoleculemakeup of the asphalts (Figure2-2). Note

that in this figure, the oldest pavementis only 32-33 years old. Again, it is not known

why the older pavements were not included. Table 2-7 shows a t-test comparison

of average LMS content (in percent) of asphalts from 16-year old and younger

pavements having ruttingor varioustypes of crackingwith the overall average I.MS

content for all 576 asphalts from the pavements in the age group.

Another t-test study involved the significant associations of group study

variables and pavement failingswithin each climate category for the 576 younger

pavements. A summary of the number reporting from each climaticdesignationis

presented in Table 2-8. Note that the climaticdesignationused is differentfrom that

used by Jennings at al. (1985).

Table 2-9 presents the resultsof the within-climatecategory comparisons.

An arrow pointing up indicatesa significantly larger average value of variable than

the overall average for that climaticcategory. An arrow pointing down indicatesa

1Accordingto the data shown in Jenningset ai.'s (1985) report, the oldest pavement is 36 years
old. It is not knownwhere the 45-year-old pavement in Zenewitz & Tran's (1987) study came from.
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Figure 2-2. Average percent large molecule and average percent small molecule content
of asphalts from various aged pavements (Zenewitz & Tran 1987).
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Table2-7. Categoricalcomparisonof averageLMScontentforasphaltstakenfrom
pavementsup to 16 yearsold (Zenewitz&Tran.1987).

ASP.A'TS LARGE I I
FRO. .OLECU,ESTA.OARO X C.A,CE SX_.iFICA.T

PAVENENTS NUNBER SIZE DEVIATION t'TEST OCCURRENCE AT 5X

SHOWING REPORTING X X i VALUE J OF T'VALUE LEVEL?

A'tt up to 16-yr pevement 576 30.184 7.228 ......
No Rutting 500 30.501 7.020 40.727 &7.5 No
Rutting 76 28.100 8.224 -2.324 1.9 Yes
Transverse Cricking 3/,8 32.8?9 8.65& ˜Ô�l�3.5Yes
Longitudinat Cracking 123 30.195 7.8?9 _0.015 93.6 No
RandomCracking 98 32.542 5.886 +3.061 0.3 Yes
At | |glitor Cracking 68 30.703 7.153 58.3 No
Other Cracking 14 28.386 9.200 -0.914 36.4 No
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Table 2-8. Summary of pavements in differentclimaticzones (Zenewitz & Tran, 1987).

"" I *L- J IREPORTiliG DESIGNATION ORIGINAL STATESINVOLVED

102 1 Georgia, i t t inois, lieu Jersey, Pennsytvsnle
/.6 2 Neu ;4exico, Texas
39 3 NewIlexico, Pmytvanle
162 & ILLinois, Ohio, PennsyLvania
94 5 Colorado, S. Dskota, Wyoming
82 6 Idaho, lieu Hexico, UtBh, I_foming, ¢otorado
?8 7 Ittinois, Nirmesote, Idaho
66 8 Arkansas, Ninnesota, M. Dakota
&2 9 Arkansas, Cotoracio, Minnesota, Uy_ming
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Table 2-9. Significantt-tests of tralT¢levelsand %LMS and %SMS in asphalt for
pavements aged 0 to 16 years (Zenewitz & Tran, 1987).

Ct imate Group• I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Pavement 100 29 39 116 76 64 73 &2 37

H T LS N T L S N T LS N T LS NT L S N T LS N T LS N T LS N T L S

No Rutting 92 - - - 26 - - - 30 - - - 91 - - - 02 - - - $3 - - - 73 - - - 42 - - - 31 - - -
Rutting 8 - - * 3 * - - 9 - - - 25 * * - 14 - - - 11 * • • 0 - - - 0 - - - 6 - - -
Transverse &5 - * • 12 - - - 20 * - - 74 - - - &2 - - - 29 - - - 64 - - - 37 - - - 25 - - -
Cracking

Longitudinal 16 - - - l& - - - 5 - - - ZdS• - - 7 - - - 18 - - - 8 - - - 3 - - - 6 • - -
Cracking

Random 13 • • - 4 - - * 3 - - - 56 - * - 3 - - - 8 - • - 6 - - - 5 - - - 0 - - -
,Cracking

ALligator 10 - - * ) - - - 0 - - - 13 • - • & - - * 0 - - - ]1 - - - 6 - - - 0 - - -
Cracking

Other 1 - - - 2 - - - 2 - - - O - - - 2 - - - O - - - 3 - • • :5 - - - 0 - - -
Crack lag

• This citrate group is defined by Zeneuitz and Tran (1987) in Table 2-8.

Legend:
N • NundberReporting
T• Traffic per Day
L• Large Mot. Z
S• saBLL Not. X

• - A significantly greater average than the overall cttmte group average.
• • A significantly lesser average than the overall climate group average.
Pavement • Numberof pevem_rlts reported in that climate group (total nu_r of pavements in all pavement

grolJps • $76).
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signrcantly lesseraverage variablethan the overallclimaticcategoryaverage of that

variable. For example, the average %SMS of the asphalts associatedwith the eight

reports of rutting is signif'cantlygreater than the average %SMS of the 100 asphalt

samples from pavements in climategroup 1. The 45 reports of transverse cracking

show a significantlygreater average %LMSand a significantlylesser average %SMS

than the average percent of these variablesfor the 100 reports in climate group 1.

From the resultspresented in Table 2-9, Zenewitz and Tran concluded that:

1. Ruttina:

• Rutting in moderate climates 1 and 2 may be attributable to a

signirmantlylarger-than-average content of small molecules in the

esphar

• Ruttingin the more severe climate 6 resulted from the significantly

greater-than-averageSMS contentand significantlyless-than-average

LMS content in the pavement asphalts.

2. Cracking:

• Transversecracking inclimate I is attributableto a significantlylarger-

than-averageLMS content and signirmantlylower-than-averageSMS

content. In climate 3, it is mainly attributable to the significantly

greater4han-avarage daily traffic.

• Random crackingin cfimate 1 is attributableto a significantlygreater

ADT than average, rather than the significantly lesser LMS.

• Alligator cracking in climate group 4 is attributable to a significant

decrease in ADT together withsignirmantlyhigher-than-averageSMS
content.

• Other cracking in climate 7 is attributable to a greater-than-average

LMS content and a lower-than-averageSMS content.

3. There were no signif'cantdifferencesin average [.MS or SMS content for the

87 asphalts in the 17 years or older age group.

Conclusions:

1. Jennin,qset al. (1985): The authors concluded that:

a. Asphalts with less than 36% large molecular size (LMS) have given

excellent performance in the 17 states included in this study.
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b. Asphalts with relativelylarger amounts of LMS can be used in the

warmer areas. Colderareas can tolerate smalleramounts of LMS in

their asphalts.

c. Asphaltsof a given penetration or viscositygrade may vary widely

in molecularsize distribution(MSD) between differentrefineries.

d. Dilfemntgrade asphaltsfrom the same refinerymay be identical in

terms of MSD.

e. Guidelinesare providedby the authorsto assist in asphalt selection

based on LMS ¢ontenL

2. Kinnison(1986_: No statLsticallysignit'cantassociationswerefound between

HP-GPC parametersand condition.The author concludedthat furtheranalysisneeds

to be done incorporatingengineedngand pavement performance "know-hoW'. He

also recommended using discdminantanalysis as a future analysis tool for HP-GPC

data.

3. Zenewltz and Tran (1987_: Accordingto the authors:

a. HP-GPC could be an acceptable approach for quality control of

asphaltsfor maintainingchemicalconsistencyfor a particularcrude

8ourc_.

b. HP-GPC could also be used for selections of asphalt derived from

variouscombinationsof crude sources.

c. HP-GPC could be a useful tool for monitoringthe actual refiningor

the asphalt productionprocess.

Zenewitz and Tran do not draw any direct conclusions regarding the HP-

GPC resultsand theirassociationwith the discussedperformanceparameters. They

do suggest thai a possibleapplicationof this techniquewould be the incorporation

of HP-GPC parameters (].MS or SMS) into specificationsfor purchase of paving

asphalts. For example,specifyingpercentage of LMS for purchaseof pavingasphalts

for particularclimates or traft'¢conditionsin order to preventruttingor certaintypes

of cracking. However, no guidelinesfor such specificationswere recommended.

2.2 FHWA

I

Description: After Jennings et al. (1977, 1980, 1985) published their findings for the

expanded Montana study (see Section 2.1), researchers at the Federal Highway Administration's
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(FHWA) Turner-FalrbanksHighway Research Centre attempted to correlatethe"HP-GPC properties

of asphaltsand their physicalpropeCJes(Chollarst al., 1985). A studywas initiatedto measure the

HP-GPC propertiesof asphalts under the same conditlonsas used by Jennings st al. in Montana,

and to compare the LMS results with selected propertiesof the asptmlt¢

Brietly,a series of 10 asphaltswere analyzedusing HP-GPC, and the LMS of these asphalts

was determined using differentdata slice combirmtionsof the chromatograms. Next, rNe asphalts

from the Montana study were analyzed, and the LMS content calculated and compared to the

Montana value to ensure that they agreed. Finally,the LMS content of anotherseries of 28 asphalts

was then determinedand the correlationsbetween the LMS content and physical properties of the

asphalts were calculated. The physical properties measured for these asphalts included the

following:

• ductilityat 45OFand at 77°1=

• specir¢ gravity

• shear susceptibility

• asphaitene content (%)

• refractiveindex

• limitingstiffnesstemperature

These 28 asphalts were obtained by the Bureau of PublicRoads (now FHWA) in the 1960s.

They were a samplingof the asphalts availablenationwideand came from a variety of sourceswhich

were not identified. The asphalts in the originalstudy ranged from AC-5 to AC.40 grades and some

were special products.

The HP-GPC system for Chollar et al.'$ study utilized f'Ne/_-styragelcolumns. Detailsof the

test procedure are outlined below:.

Solvent: Dry Tetrahydroh_ran(THF)
Sample Concentration: Solution of 2% asphalt
Flow Rate: 2.0 ml/min
Column Type: 5 #-styragel arranged in the order:, three 500 J_,one

1000 J_.one 100 JL.
Detector:. Ultraviolet and visible wavelength spectrophotometric

detector at 340 m,u.

Note that the early studies (Jennings at al.. 1985) at Montana used a detector wavelength

of 254 m/4, but this was later increased to 340 m# to make more preciseLMS measurements. In

addition, Jennings used ultra-/4-styragelcolumns in their later studies. Chollar et al. (1985) uses
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/4-styragel columnswith the same pore diameter.

Rasult_: For the five asphalts obtained from Montana, the Chollar et al. (1985) analysis

calculatedLMS percentages using 19 out of 59 data slices. Then t-testswere run to compare these

valueswith the Montana valuas-there was no signirmantdifferencebetweenthe resultswhen tested

against the appropriate t-value at the 99% probabilitylevel. All subse.q,uent LMS calculationswere

made using 19 out of 59 data slicesfor LMS content.

Table 2-10 liststhe resultingLMS and physicalpropertiesfor the 28 asphaltsanalyzed using

HP-GPC. The data from the 28 asphalts were then statisticallyanalyzed using linear regression

techniques. The LMS content was treated as a dependent variable and each of the physical

properties as an independent variable.

It was concluded by Chollar et al. that a combination of asphaltenas,specificgravity, and

ductilityat 77"F (25"C) gave the best model. Even so, the equation dascribingthis model (shown

below) only had a correlationcoefficientRz of 0.386, Le., only39% of the variationof the LMS among

the 28 asphalts can be explained by correspondingvariationsin the three independent variables.

LMS - 2.355 - 0.000565 DUCT 77 . 2.203 SG + 0.8817 ASPH

Where: LMS - Large molecularsize content (%)
DUCT 77 - Ductility @ 77"F
SG - Specific Gravity
ASPH == Asphaltene content

Multivariateanalysis of this modelshowsthe followingprobabilitiesthat the variablesincluded

in the above equation do not influencethe LMS:

• DUCT 77 - 5.60 percent

• SG - 10.80 percent

• ASPH - 0.59 percent

The resultsof this study indicate that the examined physicalpropertiesof the asphalts have

only a minor influenceon the LMS content. Therefore, other effectsnot identifiedplay an important

role in the variationof LMS among asphalts.
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Table 2-10. Chromatographydata and physical propertiesof 28 asphalt cements
(Chollaret al., 1985).

ASPHALT I
NO. INS DUCT45 DUCT77 SG SHRSU$ ASPH REF INO LST

1 32.23 31 130 1.004 0.36 19.0 1./,827 -&6
2 32.15 9 221 1.007 0.39 20.5 1.4826 -45
3 27.01 9 200 1.012 0.51 21.6 1.4817 -41
4 12.79 8 250 1.00& O.&2 15.5 1.&837 -39
5 9.&3 0 250 1.007 0.62 18.1 1.&84& -39
6 23.96 11 160 1.03& O.&2 27.9 1.4775 -51
7 17.75 150 155 1.010 0.21 19.3 1.&815 -51
8 17.24 150 250 1.015 0.31 20.2 1.4819 -&8
9 15.98 10 241 1.021 O.&& 21.6 1.4822 *&&

10 8.?9 0 215 1.005 0.66 16.5 1.4851 -20
11 15.57 12 230 O.QQ& 0.41 17.8 1.4833 -50
12 23.07 7 205 O._q)S 0.49 20.1 1.4813 -54
13 26.88 150 245 1.021 0.32 20.8 1.&810 -39
14 14.58 14 250 1.025 0.39 21.6 • 1.4814 -42
15 16.09 3 152 1.011 0.30 19.5 1.4806 -53
16 12.&0 5 250 1.028 0.59 29.3 1.&812 -&l
17 12.64 11 210 1.026 0.42 16.7 1.4827 -56
18 16.13 150 250 1.028 O. 18 26.1 1.4769 -46
19 11.52 3 250 1.020 0.64 19.2 1.&806 -3&
20 22.61 150 140 1.021 0.31 22.& 1.4790 -&6
21 16.27 244 167 1.011 0.23 17.3 1.4851 -40
22 18.43 19 250 1.01& 0.43 18.6 1.&850 -33
23 14.93 9 250 1.018 0.54 19.7 1.4821 -36
24 14.11 150 205 1.015 0.21 18.1 1.4890 -35
23 11.66 150 145 1.010 O.&O 18.0 1.4897 -35
26 6.96 250 171 1.011 0.29 9.7 1.4863 -30
27 16.50 12 250 1.016 0.50 11.0 1.4867 -23
28 3.&7 4 250 1.021 0.65 12.2 1.4868 -22

LN$ • Large Notecutar Size Content (X) "F - 1.0"C+32
DUCTm Ducti|ity et 45"F and 77"F
56 • Specific Gravity
SHRSU$ • Shea_ Susceptibittty 8 &5*F (Tangent of viscosity-rate of shear curve between 0.05 and 0.1

sac" ")
ASPH• Asphettene Content
REF |NO • Refractive Index

LST ,, Limiting Stiffness Temperature ('C) (Using timiting viscosity and temperature retetionships)
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Conclusior_: The authors concluded that:

1. The resultsof this studyshow that the physicalpropertiesof asphalt only marginally

influencethe LMS content of asphalL

2. HP-GPC may be usefulin asphalt identWcation.

2.3 TEXAS

Description: In 1981, an investigetionof the performance of asphalt cements from several

suppliers was sponsored by the Texas State Department of Highways and Public Transportation

(SDHPT) as Study Number 287 (Adams& Holmgreen, 1985). Test pavementswere constructedin

three differentlocationsselected to represent different climaticzones within Texas. Samples of the

matedais used in Study No. 287 were preserved for future analyses with Improved or new

techniques. This provided a unique opportunityfor on-going studies of asphalt characterization

and performance. Virgin asphalt and core sampleswere retained during the originalconstruction.

In 1987, a report was published by Glover et al. that summarized the resultsof their study

of these materials. Their objectivesware to:

1. PerformGPC and other chemicaltests on the virgin asphalt and cores;

2. Collect and review physicalproperty data of cores;

3. Evaluate the field performance with regard to tandemess, water susceptibilityand

rutting;and

4. Relate physical properties and field performance to chemical properties and

characterization.

Cores were taken during the performance surveys, with most of these cores being one to

two years old. Asphalt cements were collected directly from the respective refineries before

constructionof the three test sections. In addition, asphalt samples were extracted from laboratory-

molded plant mixes. The physicaltests on these asphalts included:

• Penetration@ 39.2"F and 77"F

• Viecosity @ 77"F, 140"F, and 275"F

• Thin Film Oven Test (penetrationand viscosityparameters were evaluated before

and after TFO'r).

Compositional analyses of virginasphalts and asphalts extracted from the pavement cores
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taken from the test sections included:

• Gel Permeation Chromatography(GPC) using Waters model R401 refractiveindex

detector with 10/_M cell. Two solventswere used: tetrahydrofuran(THF) usingone

500 A and one 50 A styragelcolumn;and toluene usingone 500 A styragelcolumn.

• Corbett FractionAnalyses

• GPC analysis of the Corbett fractions

• Elemental analyses:'

In anothersegment of Glover et al.'s study,the researchers attemptedto determinehow well

asphalt setting rate or tender mix problems could be predicted using an abbreviated version of the

Heithaus procedure-1. (The Heithaus test measures the state of peptization of asphalts. The state

of peptization of the asphaltenes play a role in determiningthe theologicalproperties of an asphalt

and the Influence of asphalt compositionand environmentalfactors). This was accomplished by

relating fiocculation ratio to asphaltene content, theological properties, compatibilityand durability

of the asphalt cement (See Appendix B for more detailed information on these test procedures and

terms).

Results: Table 2-11 summarizesthe results from physical tests related to these three test

sections. The results of the chemical analysesmay be divided into the followingsections:

1. GPC Analysiswith THF Figure 2-3 shows chromatograms for two asphalts (AC-20

and AC-10) with GPC prordesfor both the virginasphalt used and the recoveredasphalt from

pavement core samples. Two noticeable features are the distinct differences in profile

between the virgin and aged asphalts, and the increase in large molecular sizes at the

expense of small molecularsizes (SMS) as the asphalt ages. This is a characteristicfor most

of the asphalts.

2. GPC Analysis with Toluene Figure 2-4 shows chromatograms for the same two

asphalts as in Figure 2-3. The general increase in LMS with aging is again confirmed.

However, for the DorchesterAC-10 sample,the profilesfor bothvirginand aged asphalts are

so similar that the increase in LMS may not be signit'cant. The shapes of the

Z'l'his analysis provided the percentages of various elements in the sample irrespective of the
type of compound in which the element is present. The elements of interest here were carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen and sulfur.

:;See Appendix B for further details on these terms.
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Figure 2-3. Comparison of core samplesto the original asphalt using THF (Gloveret al., 1987).
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chromatogremsfor each asphalt are easierto differentiateusingtoluene as a solventrather

than THF. Hence, toluene is a much more "visible"solvent and the asphalt shows greater

•resolution'. Also, the GPC analysis done with toluene only used one column; hence, the

solution probably did not have a long path for the absorptionof certain polar moleculeson

the way, thus giving a clearer image of the asphalt.

3. GPC Analysis of the Corbett Fractions Figure 2-5 shows a GPC chromatogramfor

a whole asphalt as well as the chromatograrnsfor the individualCorbett fractionsfor a 1984

core sample. The asphaltene fractionhad, on average, a higher molecularweight than the

other fractions and thus eluted sooner;, but there was a wide range indicated for the

molecular size of this fraction. Gloverat al. (1987) indicatethat this was not surprising as

asphaltenes resultas muchfrom polarityas molecularweight, and even the higher molecular

weight species probably result from association of smaller molecules. Some of the

apparently smaller molecularsize material may actually be of larger size but because of its
Q

polarity, is weakly adsorbed on the column resulting in an increased retentiontime. Glover

et Ill. hypothesize that a part of the molecules that elute at later times (i.e., in the SMS

region; hence the word 'apparently" smaller molecularsize material) are actually largerpolar

molecules that get weakly adsorbed on the column. Therefore,we see a smallerLMS area

on the chromatogramthan had there been no such adsorption. The otherthree groups did

no( differ greatly in maximumpeak location, but there was a trend of decreasing size from

polar aromatics to saturates.

4. GPC and Tenderness. Pavement tenderness is a subjectiveratingand is based on

user comments pertaining to the asphalts general performance history with particular

emphasis on constructionand early pavement performance. The tenderness ratingis based

on a scale from 0 to 5; zero indicatesthat tenderness or slow setting problems are never

associated with the asphalt and five indicates these problems are always associated with

asphalt. Tenderness ratingsfor asphalts used in this studywere correlated with the LMS.

The relationshipbetween LMS and tenderness rating is shownin Figure2-6. This correlation

has a coefficient of determination (Rz) of 0.6. However, note that the data could be

separated into two populations: one at a I.MS of 17-25% and the other at 0-10%; hence,

leaving a gap in the data from 10-17%.

Basically, asphalts may be broken into two families (Figure 2-7) with regard to

tenderness. The tender asphalts consistof thosewith tandemess ratingsabove two. These

asphalts have low flocculationratios, low LMS (with some exceptions) and low asphaitene

content. The non4ender asphalts havetenderness ratings at 2 or below. Accordingly,they
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Figure 2-7. Comparison of GPC profilesto tenderness rating (Glover et al., 1987).
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have highflocculationratios,high LMS,and highasphaltene contents. A comparisonof GPC

chromatogramsfor asphaltswithhigh and lowtenderness ratingsis given in Figure2.7. The

Ciniza AR-2000, Amoco 85-100, and WlTCO AR-4000 are the relatively tender asphalts

(tendernessrating >2.0), and when compared with the Douglas AR-2000, DorchesterAC-5

and Shell AC-20 asphalts (non-tender asphalts), there is a marked absence of the LMS

component peaks that is present in the latter three asphalts. While there is not a perfect

correlation between LMS and the tenderness rating, the differencebetween the two groups

is obvious. Thus, consideringthe speed of performing a GPC analysis as compared with

the other procedures, the GPC appears to be a useful tool for identifying asphalts with

tenderness problems.

5. RelationshipBetween GPC and Pavement Performance There is, to date, relatively

littledistress and almost no differencein pavementperformanceof the field trialsin Dickens,

Dumas and Lufkinwith which to relate to GPC results. The limitedquantityof data makes

it difficultto deriveand supper conclusionsregardingasphalt quality. However,an important

point on relating GPC data to the performanceof asphalt pavementsshouldbe made. Even

though poor performance may be the result of poor asphalts, it also is possible that other

factors are involved. For example,while pavementdisintegrationmay be the resultof poor

adhesive characteristics of the asphalt, it may also result from aggregate surface

characteristics or inadequate compaction. Similarly,while laboratorytests showthat fatigue-

type cracking is related to the characteristicsof the asphalt in the mix,studiesalso showthat

fatigue-type cracking may be related to the volume fraction of asphalt cement in the mix.

That is, low binder content or poor compaction can lead to cracking in a mixwith a perfectly

satisfactory binder. Even if the mix is well compacted and contains adequate asphalt

cement, a weak substrate will subject the pavement to large tensilestrains and it will crack.

This discussion could be extended to other forms of cracking as well as other distress

modes. Glover et al. stress that careful monitoringand investigationof pavement performanceis

necessaryin order to obtain meaningfulcorrelations with GPC and other test results.

Conclusions: Some of the conclusions presented in this report (Glover et al., 1987),

pertainingto GPC analysis as an analyticaltool and as a predictorof asphalt pavementperformance,

are presented below:.

1. Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) is a very rapid procedure for asphalt

characterization. There is a considerablebody of literatureindicatingthat it is also

a useful tool for identifying asphalt changes and for correlating cracking and
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tenderness in asphalts.

2. Changes In asphaltcompositioncaused bychanges In processingand feedstockcan

be detected by GPC. In most instances the differences between asphalts from

various sources are distinguishable.

3. For all the cores taken from the test sections,the GPC large molecular size (LMS)

region Increased relativeto the virgin esphalL This Implies that the LMS content of

asphalt Increased with age.

4. Using toluene instead of tetrahydrofuran as a solvent for GPC results In a more

distinctivechromatogramfor the asphalt. This should be noted when GPC analysis

is used for ldentir_ of asphalts from different_ sources.

5. There was Insufficlantfield performanceinformationto draw any conclusionsbetween

performance and asphalt properties.

2.4 GARRICK & WOOD (1986, 1988)

Description: Two studies were made by Garrick & Wood (1986, 1988) to predict physical

properties of asphalt cements and asphalt concrete mixes from HP-GPC parameters. This section

summarizesthe resultsof both these studies, firstconcentratingon the 1986 study and then on the

1988 study. In 1986, Garrick & Wood publishedthe results of a study that Investigatedthe possible

relationship between High Pressure Gel Permeation Chromatography (HP-GPC) data and three

rheological properties of an asphalt:

• penetration at 25"C

• absolute viscosityat 60"C

• kinematicvLscosityat 135"C

The asphalt samples (from the same crude source) used were blended from products of a

residuum oil super_ extraction (ROSE) refinery unit. This ensured that the asphalts were all

from the same refinery process as well as crude source. Any variation in their rheology may

therefore be directlyettdbuted to changes In theirchemicalcomposition. A Stdeter chemicalanalysis

(see Appendix C) of the ROSE products showed three basic fractions, as shown in Table 2-12.

The three products (asphaltene, resin and DAO) from the ROSE unit were combined in

various proportions selected to ensure a large range of viscosityvalues for these asphalts. These

products were blended on a hot plate in the followingmanner:.

1. The required amounts of deasphalted oil (DAO) and resin fractions were heated to
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Table 2-12. Strieter chemical analysis results (Garrick & Wood, 1986).

Asphultene- r ich 40.8 26.8 32.4

Resin Rich 6.5 54.6 38.9

Deuphstted Oil (DAO) 1.1 19.4 ?9.5
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approximately65"C, at which point both fractionswere fluid and miscible.

2. A small proportionof the requiredamountof asphaltene fractionwas then added and

the mixturestirredwith a spatula. Stirringwas continued untilag traces of the solid

esphaitene dissolved.

3. The second step was repeated until all the esphaitene had been added. The

maximumtemperature attainedwas 120"C.

A total of nineteen different asphalts were blended. Absolute viscosity at 60"C, kinematic

viscosity at 135"C, and penetration at 25"C were measured for each of these asphalts. Table 2-13

liststhe proportionsof esphaltene, resin,and DAO used for blending and the correspondingPVN

(pen-vis number) for these blended asphalts.

HP-GPC profileswere obtainedfor fourteenof the nineteen blends and for each of the three

ROSE products. The HP-GPC prof'desfor the three ROSE products were obtained for use as a

baseline for comparing the other profiles. The HP-GPC system for this study utilized:

Column Type: 6 #-styragel columns connected in order:.103_ 500

500J_ 500_ 103 _1_,106A

Detector Type: Differentialrefractometer
Solvent: Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
Sample Concentration: 1.0%
Injection Volume: 0.5 ml
Flow Rate: 2.0 ml/mln

The HP-GPC profiles obtained were broken down into eight sections (Figure 2-8) or areas

under the curve. This number was selected by Garrick & Wood as the optimum needed to provide

an accurate model of HP-GPC profiles. It was also determined that the typical divisioninto three

sections (SMS, MMS, LMS) were not sufficientlysensitive enough to model the asphalts in this

study. The cutoff points were selected to ensurethat each sectioncontains approximately the same

proportion of the total area. Various numerical descriptors have been used by researchers to

distinguish HP-GPC profiles (e.g., Jennings et al., 1985; Plummer et at., 1984). Most frequently, the

area under the curve is divided intothree sections(i.MS, MMS and SMS), and the proportion of total

area in each section determined. These proportionsare an approximmemeasure of the amountof

matedal emerging from the system in a given time period.

Results: The results of regressionanalysesrelating absolute viscosityto kinematic viscosity

and absolute viscosity to penetration are shown in Figures 2-9 and 2-10, respectively. A direct

relationshipwas observed between each pair of theologicalvariables which, accordingto Garrick &
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2-13. Proportions of blended asphalts (Garrick & Wood, 1986).

PROPORTIONS
ASPHALT PEN-VIS NUNBER

NO. ASPHALTENE RESIN DAO (PVN)

1 0.329 0.255 0.416 -1.10
2 0.201 0.611 0.188 -1.12
3 0.201 0.611 0.188 -1.19
4 0.200 O.&O0 0.600 -0.88
5 0.223 0.679 0.098 -1.15
6 0.290 O.&lO 0.300 -1.10
7' 0.200 0.450 0.350 -1.05
8 0.360 0.140 0.500 -1.21
9 0.201 0.611 0.188 -1.12

10 0.200 0.52;0 0.270 -1.06
11 0.300 0.450 0.250 -1.15
12 0.100 0.900 0.000 -1.24
13 0.380 0.000 0.620 -1.30
l& 0.060 0.905 0.035 -1.25
15 0.2&O O.&60 0.300 -1.23
16 0.200 0.555 0.245 -1.13
17 0.&25 0.000 0.575 -1.12
18 0.100 0.810 0.090 -1.18
19 0.196 0.550 0.252 -I.7.2

Penetration-Viscosity Number• -1.5 (A - toglO N275) / (A - 0)

_here: A - &.258 - 0.79674 |O9_n (pen 25"C)

8 • 3.46289 - 0.61094 t_l 0 (pen 25"C)
N275 Is the Kinematic Viscosity lit 135 C (275"F), ¢st
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lgvts = -1.47 lgpn + 5.73
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Loglo of Penetration (lgpn)

Note: Absoluteviscosity@ 60"C, penetration@ 25"C.

Figure2-10. Absoluteviscosityvs. penetration(Garrick& Wood, 1986).
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Wood. Implies littlevariation intemperaturesusceptibilitybetween these asphalts. The values of the

Pen-Vis (PVN) number for these blended asphalts vary over a very narrow range (-1.30 to -1.05).

This shows that temperature susceptibilityfor these asphalts, in the temperature range of 25"C to

135"C, is relativelyInsensitiveto variation in chemicalcomposition.

The HP-GPC profilesfor the three ROSE productsare shownin Figure2-11. The asphaltene

fractioncontained the greatest amount of large molecules(lowest retention time). HypotheticalHP-

GPC parameters were calculated for each asphalt usingthe followingsimpleequation:

X I - aXll 4- bXir -I- CXid

where: X I - proportionof area in section 'r for the asphalt
Xi." Xir ' Xzd -- proportionsin section'i' for the asphaltene,resin and DAO fractions

respectively
a, b, c - proportionsof asphaltene, resinand DAO respectively, inthe asphalt

accordingto the Strieter chemical analysis.

A comparison of the actual and hypotheticalparameters for the HP-GPC data showed a

systematicpattern of variation, as shown in Table 2-14. In most cases, the proportion of area in

sections two and three were greater for the actual data than for the hypothetical data. Garrick &

Wood hypothesized that this systematic differenceresulted from heatingthe ROSE productsduring

blending. Heating appears to cause an increase in the percentage of large molecules. This

phenomenon can be applied to monitoringof a specificaspheit (using HP-GPC) as it undergoes

processing.

A regressionfunctionwas alsodevelopedrelatingabsoluteviscosityand HP-GPC parameters.

This is shown below (coefficient of determinationis 0.95):

Log V_s - -91.23 + 1.01X1 + 1.06X2 + 1.31X3 + 0.21X4 +

o.x, + 1.e;,x6+o.x7. o..xa

where: V=,,s = absolute viscosity@ 140"F, Poises
X'- - proportion of areas in Sections1 to 8

Apparently viscosity is not determinedby the preponderance of one molecularsize in the

asphalt, but is dependent on the overall interactionof the molecules of different functional types.

Similar results were obtained for regression analyses relating HP-GPC data to penetration and

kinematic viscosity.
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Figure 2-11. HP-GPC profilesof ROSE products (Garrick & Wood, 1986).
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Table 2-14. Actual vs. hypotheticalHP-GPC data (Garrick & Wood, 1986).

DIFFERENCEIIETNEENACTUALAlIO HYPOTHETICALRESULTSBY SECTION*
ASPHALT

NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 -0.5 +1.7 *1.0 -0.3 -0.5 -0.8 -0.5 -0.3
3 +0.0 +1.6 +0.9 -0.1 -0.4 -1.0 -0.7 -0.4
4 -0.1 +1.6 +1.2 -0.1 -0.5 -1.3 -0.8 -0.2
6 -0.7 +1.4 +0.9 -0.2 -0.4 -0.7 -0.4 40.0
7 -0.8 +1.1 +1.0 +0.1 -0.2 -0.6 -0.3 -0.3
8 -1.6 +1.1 +0.6 -0.5 -0.3 +0.0 *0.2 +0.7
9 -0.5 +1.0 +0.8 0.0 -0.1 -0.6 -0.7 +0.1 ....

11 +0.1 +1.5 +0.8 -0.3 -0.6 -1.1 -0.7 40.1
12 +0.0 +1.0 40.9 0.0 -0.2 -0.7 -0.7 -0.5
13 +0.0 +1.6 *0.3 -0.5 -0.5 -0.8 -0.1 +0.0
1/, -0.5 *0.4 +0.4 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1
15 40.0 +1.7 +0.9 -0.4 -0.7 -1.4 -0.7 +0.4
17 +0.0 +2.2 +1.6 -0.2 -0.7 -1.5 -0.8 -0.6
19 -1.3 +0.4 +0.5 +0.1 +0.2 +0.1 -0.1

AVG -0.4 +1.3 40.8 "0.2 -0.4 -0.7 "0.4 -0.1

*A poaitive difference meansthat the actuat HP-GPCparmeter J8 greater
than the hypothetice| value (these ve|ues ere percentages).
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(_onclu_lon._: Keeping in mind that the asphalts used in this study were produced by

blending the productsof a rasiduum oHsupercdtlcaiextraction(ROSE) plant, the authorsconcluded
that:

' 1. In the temperaturerange of 25"C to 135"C there is vmy littlevariation in temperature

susceptibilityfor the asphalts tested.

2. Heating appears to cause an increase in the amount of large molecule sizes (LMS)

in the asphalL HP-GPC can be used for monitoring a specific asphalt as it

undergoes processing.

3. V'scosity (@ 60"C and 135"C) and penetration (@ 25"C) were found to be directly

related to HP-GPC parametersof these asphalts.

Descdotion: In 1988, another studywas completed that examined the relationshipbetween

HP-GPC profiles and the properties of asphalts and asphalt concrete mixes. The asphalts used

came from six separate sources: two groups were ROSE blends using Pester plant A) in Kansas

and Kerr-McGee (Plant B) in Oklahoma; the third group was an AC..10 from Amoco refinery (Plant

C) in Indiana; the last three groups were from three other facilities (D, E, F) in Indiana. The odginal

asphalt as well as TFOT residue and pavement residue was available for Source D; Source E had

both original asphalt and "rFOTresidues and Source F had only the pavement residue. The different

types of samples were usefulfor examining the changes in GPC profiles caused by beat and aging.

Tables 2-15 and 2-16 summarize the physical properties of the asphalt cements treated.

In addition, asphalt concrete sand mixes were made and resilient modulus (50OFand 72°F) and

indirect tensile strength (@ 72°1=) tests were run (Table 2-17). Finally, Table 2-18 summarizesthe

HP-GPC results for the test asphalts.

Regression analyses were used to examine the relationship between HP-GPC parameters

and individualproperties of both the asphalt cements and the asphalt concrete sand mixes. The

relationships are as shown below:.

Rheological Properties:

1. Log VLs(140) -- 0.81 + 0.13x1 + 0.2x3 - 0.03x4

"0.74X5 + 0.38X6 - O.03X7 (R2 = 0.98)

2. Log Vis(275) = 3.55 + 0.04x1 - 0.03xz + 0.gx3

- 0.41x5 + 0.14x6 (Rz -- 0.95)

3. Log PenC/7) = - 17.55 + 0.12x1 + 0.26xz + 0.19x4

+ 1.04_ -0.21x 6 + 0.25x7

+ 0.19Xa (Rz = 0.94)
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Table 2-15. Rheological properties of asphalts (Garrick & Wood, 1988).

NUmber Vi_sco___ity Visoosity Penetration Penetration
140 F, P 275 F, (=St 39.2 F, O.lmm 77 F, O.]J_

IAC-10-I (0) 950 274 27 78
LAC-IO-2 (0) 1070 260 17 74
MAC-10-1 (0) 1022 273 23 75
MAC-10-2 (0) 1185 271 29 72
HAC-10-1 (0) 1178 274 24 70
HAC-IO-2 (0) 1076 256 20 76
1AC-20-1(0) 1929 348 14 44
IAC-20-2 (0} 2246 362 14 40

MAC-20-1(0) 2195 360 16 47
MAC-20-2 (0) 2326 376 18 46
HAC-20-1 (0} 2326 361 21 52
HAC-20-2 (0) 2270 350 20 50
IAC-IO-I (TR) 1804 349 15 40
LAC-10-2 (TR) 1924 347 15 40
MAC-10-1 (TR) 2004 395 19 37
HAC-10-1 (TR) 4589 405 18 37
HAC-10-2 CER) 4458 405 18 37
IAC-20-1 (TR) 4317 459 9 25
IAC-20-2 (TR) 4358 459 11 22
MAC-20-1 (TR) 5287 493 14 25
HAC-20-1 (TR) 9273 565 13 26
700-10-1(0) 1150 341 34 94
700-10-2 (0) 1150 345 32 96
900-20-I (0) 1910 433 29 70
001-20-I (0) 1993 391 - -

001-20-I CER) 4646 576 - -
001-20-1 (RR) 11832 1038 - -
002-20-1 (0) 2373 402 44 59
003-NA-I (RR) 34397 1446 - -

Note: O - original asphalt
TR - thin film oven test residue

RR - roadway residue
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Table 2-16. Thin Film Oven Test results (Garrick & Wood, 1988).

Viscosity Ratio Viscosity Ratio Penetration Penetration
Retained at Retainod at

Asphalt No. at; _4Q'_ (I_ _7_'_' _)._'F 77'_

_c-lo 1.s4 1.3o _2 s4
_c-10 2.35 1.39 "is s2
I'_C-IO 4.05 1.55 82 52

1AC-20 2.17 1.30 52 60
HRC-20 2 • 37 1.39 82 56
HAC-20 4 . 32 1.59 72 51

700-10 2.32 1.25 91 66
900-20 2.76 1.45 96 67

001-20 2.33 i.47 -- --

002-20 3 •06 I.70 -- 80
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Ta_e 2-17. Aspha_ concrete tes_ resu_s (Garflck & Wood, 1988).

Ju;phalt No. Resilient Y_;dulus ]_esl.tient Y_X_lus
at 50'F(x.lO_psi) at 72'F(x.10"_:si) _z_sile S_n:j_

(Dsi_

L_C-IO 1.49 0.41 91

I_C-10 1.24 0.34 85

1AC-20 1.92 O.63 138

HAC-20 1.23 0.39 107

700-10 O.58 O.12 66
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Table 2-18. HP-GPC test results for test asphalts (Garrick & Wood, 1988).

HP-GPC Parameters

_alt No, xl x2 x3 ;(4 X_ _6 _7 x_

IAC-10 (0) 2.7 9.2 20.8 14.2 14.2 22.1 11.6 5.3
I_IC-I0(0) 3.6 9.2 19.9 13.8 14.1 21.9 11.5 5.9
HAC-10(O) 4.4 8.2 17.6 13.1 14.0 22.7 13.0 6.9

IAC-20 (O) 2.9 9.3 20.2 13.8 13.9 22.2 12.0 5.8
MAC-20 (O) 4.6 9.8 19.3 13.3 13.8 22.2 12.1 4.7
HAC-20 (O) 5.6 9.3 17.7 13.0 13.6 22.1 12.4 6.3

IAC-10 (TR) 4.0 10.2 20.5 13.6 13.6 21.4 11.2 5.5
MAC-10 (TR) 5.2 10.0 19.6 13.5 13.8 22.2 12.2 3.5
HAC-Z0 (TR) 8. S 10.6 lS. 1 12.6 12.9 20.3 11.2 5.5

IAC-20(TR) 5.5 10.9 20.4 13.3 13.1 20.6 ii.0 5.2

MAC-20 (TR) 6.3 10.8 19.5 13.1 13.1 20.8 11.2 5.2
HAC-20 (TR) 9.3 9.3 17.1 12.1 12.8 20.8 11.4 6.1

700-10(O) 8.3 13.3 23.5 14.3 12.9 16.8 7.4 3.1
900-20(0) 9.3 13.5 23.2 14.1 12.7 16.6 7.4 3.1

001-20(0) 6.2 10.4 20.0 13.3 13.2 20.5 10.7 5.7
001-20(TR) 9.5 11.5 19.6 12.8 12.7 19.3 9.7 4.8
001-20(RR) 13.3 12.9 18.8 12.1 11.7 17.4 8.9 4.8

002-20(0) 12.4 11.0 19.0 12.7 12.7 17.7 8.3 6.2

O03-NA (RR) 14.4 11.4 16.0 10.4 11.4 18.8 II.I 6.4

Note: O - original asphalt
TR - thin film oven test r_sidue

RR - roadway residue
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4. Log Pen{39.2) ,., -0.46 + 0.03x.z- 0.12x3 + 0.64xs

. o.21x6,o.11x7 (RZ= o.86)
5. Log LOg TS = - 4.658 + 0.009x1 + 0.020x2

+ 0.89x3 - 0.183x4 (R2 ,= 0.69)

6. Log Log PVN -, -2.83 + 0.08xz - 0.11x3 + 0.68x5

- 0.32x6 + 0.07x? (Rz ,, 0.84)

7. Log Log PR = 48 + 6x1 - 6xz + 9x3 - 22x4

+ 11x6 - 7x7 - 3x8 (1:iz = 0.63)

where: V's(140) -, Absoluteviscosity@ 140°F, Poises
Vis(27S) ,, Kinematicviscosity@ 276°F, cst
Pen(77) -, Penetration@ 77°1=.dmm
Pen(39.2) -, Penetration @ 39.2°F, dram
"iS - Temperature susceptibility
PVN ,, Pen-VisNumber
PR -, Penetrationratio

xi -, HP-GPC parameters(propertiesof area in Section i, where i = 1 to 8)

Thin Film Oven Test (TFO'r_ Results:

1. VR(140) ,, -261.35 + 2.72xI + 2.92xz + 1.99x3
+ 4.16x4 + 2.97X5 + 0.76x6 + 4.76x7
+ 2.81xa (Rz = 0.89)

2. VR(275) ,, 3.80 + 03_xj- 0.05xz - 0.14x3
+ 0"31x40..u._.o_. (Rz ==0.87)

3. Pen Retained(77) == 583 - 13xz . 30x5 + 14x6 - 20x7
.7x s (Rz = 0.89)

where: VR(140), VR(275) = V'scoslty ratio @ 140°F and 275°F
Pen Retained(77) - Penetrationretained @ 7"PF

Sand Mix Properties:

1. MR(50) -- 18564 - 321x1 + 445x3 - 1800x4 (Rz = 0.99)

2. MR(72) ,= 5260. 179)(1 + 209xz -439x 4 (Rz = 0.97)

3. MRR = 5.23 - 0.39x2 + 1.09x4 - 0.93x6 + 1.27x8 (R2 = 0,94)

4. ITS = -453 + 33xz + 49x3 - 190x4 + 53x5 + 81x6 - SSx7 (Rz = 0.97)

where: MR = Resilientmodulus@ 50°F and 72°F, psi
MRR - Resilient modulus ratio
ITS - Indirect tensilestrength, psi

The above results suggest that compositionaldata for HP-GPC analysis may be used to

predict asphalt and mix properties.
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3.0 OTHER HP-GPC STUDIES

In this chapter, six HP-GPC studieswhich are considered significantin terms of asphalt

characterization (using HP-GPC) and the relationship between these characteristics and the

performance of the asphalts have been reviewed. All six studies, in one way or another, were part

of a larger research effort. Therefore, only those portions where HP-GPC analysis was used to

characterize the asphalts, to predict the theology of the asphalts, or to predict the actual field

performance (if any) of the asphalts have been summarized. These summaries are presented in

chronologicalorder and supplementthe reviews in Chapter 2.0. Informationnot related to HP-GPC

in these studies have been omitted, e.g., Brilld at al. (1986) used differentialscanning calorimetry

(DSC) in addition to HP-GPC to determinethe compositionof the asphalts;however, this information

is not included in this review. Informationsuch as the type of apparatus, detector and solvent used

in the HP-GPC analysis have been documented.

3.1 BYNUM AND TRAXLER (1970)

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) techniques were appliedby Bynum& Traxler (1970)

during a cooperative research study conducted by the Texas TransportationInstitute and the Texas

Highway Department. The pavements, laidat 13 sites (only nine were studied in this report) in 1963,

were hot-mix surfaces at least 1.5 inches thick. The asphalts were of 85-100 penetration grade,

obtained from nine sources. Nine asphalts (virginand those recovered after four and 24 months of ':

service) were used to determinethe feasibilityof the GPC method for determining differencesin the

molecularweight distributionfor each originalasphalt and changes in molecularcompositioncaused

by environmental factors encountered during service. Table 3-1 shows the properties of asphalts

that were subjected to GPC analyses. The followingGPC set-up was used:

Apparatus: Waters Model 200 GPC
No. and Size of Columns: 4 styragel columns designated 50, 500, 1000, and

10,000 A
Type of Detector:. RefractiveIndex
Solvent Type: Tetrahydrofuran

Extracted and recovered asphalts were tested for viscosity in the same way as the original

materialto establish the extent of hardeningdeveloped in each asphalt during the preparation and

construction of the hot bituminous pavement and at intervals of service in the pavement. Each

source (no information is available on asphalt sources) of supply for the original asphalts yielded
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different GPC distribution curves. "Thepavements which showed good resistance to hardening

showed very little (but discemible) change in their molecular weight distributions. On the other

hand, pavements showing poor resistanceto hardening by environmentalfactors had pronounced

differencesIn their molecularweight distributionsover time.

Figures 3-1 through 3-9 show the molecularweight distributioncurvesfor the originalasphalt

and after four and 24 months of service in the pavement. Figures 3-1 through 3-3 show the

molecular size distribution (MSD) curves for the original asphalt and after four and 24 months in

service in the pavement for asphalts 6-11, 7-6 and 7-8. These three asphalts showed rapid aging

(in terms of hardening) in the field resulting in 'inadequate* performance. Figures 3-4 through 3-7

show similarthe MSD curves for asphalts3-1, 3-9, 6-14 and 8-3, which performed in the *verygood"

to 'excellent" range with respect to aging (in terms of hardening). Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show the

profiles for asphalts 11-4 and 11-10, which performed in the flair' range. The last six asphalts

showing acceptable performance in pavementsappear to have a greater amount of molecules in the

104 (equivalent molecular weight) range as compared to (the MSD curves ol) those asphalts

performinginadequately. Note also that asphalts 8-3 and 6-11 show little difference between the

recovered samples after four and 24 months of service. Asphalts3-1, 7-8, 11-4 and 11-10 show the

greatest change in MSD after 24 months of service. Unexpectedly, asphalts 3-9, 7-6 and 6-14 show

a greater difference in MSD after four months than after 24 months. No satisfactoryexplanation for

the above resultswas provided, although it was noted that the asphalt was extracted from the 1.5

inch sample as a whole, with no effortsmade to differentiatebetween the asphalts in the top half-

inch versus the bottom half-inch.

Bynum & Traxler (1970) concluded that GPC is a useful method for determining differences

in molecular size distribution (MSD) of various road building asphalts. GPC curves for asphalts

prepared from different crude oils and by various methods of processing have different shapes,

indicating differences in molecular size distribution. Asphalt cements which contain considerable

amountsof high molecularsize compounds appear to have a greater resistance to hardening in the

surface course of a pavement.

3.2 HATTINGH (1984)

This study was done in South Africa where problems were encountered in that asphalts

have failed to set or cure, and Hattingh (1984) speculated that this failure could possibly be

attributed to the low asphaltene content of the asphalts in question. In addition, Jennings et al.

(1980) had also determined that the size and amountof the LMS materialpresent in the asphaltenes

was also an influencingfactor in the performance of a binder.
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EQUIVALENT MOLECULAR WEIGHT
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Figure 3-1. Molecularweight distributioncurves for originalasphalt 6-11 and after 4 and 24
monthsin service (Bynum & Traxler, 1970).
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Figure 3-2. Molecularweight distributioncurves for original asphalt 7-6 and after 4 and 24
months in sen_.e (Bynum & Traxler, 1970).
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Figure 3.3. Molecularweight distributioncurvesfor originalasphalt7-8 and after 4 and 24
months in service (Bynum & Traxler, 1970).
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Figure 3-4. Molecular weight distributioncurvesfor original asphalt 3-1 and after 4 and 24
months in service (Bynum & Traxler, 1970).
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Figure 3-5. Molecularweight distributioncurvesfor original asphalt 3-9 and after 4 and 24
months in service (Bynum & Traxler. 1970).
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Figure 3-6. Molecular weight distributioncurves for original asphalt 6-14 and after 4 and 24
months in service (Bynum & Traxler, 1970).
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Figure 3-7. Molecular weight distribution curves for original asphalt 8-3 and after4 and 24
months in service (Bynum& Traxler, 1970).
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Figure 3-8. Molecular weight distribution curves for original asphalt 11-4 and after 4 and 24
months in service (Bynum & Traxler, 1970).
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Figure 3-9. Molecularweight distributioncurves for originalasphalt 11-10 and after 4 and 24
months in service (Bynum& Traxler, 1970).
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Hattingh's (1984) main objectivesin this study were:

1. To characterize asphalts in terms of their chemical composition after

separating them into a number of fractions of similar, or closely-related,

molecularstructures.

2. To determine any changes taking place in "chemical composition and

asphaitene content during weathering.

3. To endeavor to relate the chemical composition and/or the asphaltene

content of asphalts to road performance.

GPC determinations were carded out as part of the investigation. An analyticalscale high

performance liquidchromatography(HPLC)withstyragelcolumns and tetrahydrofuranas the solvent

was used to determine the molecular masses of the fractions relative to each other. Four 150/200

pen asphalts with different road performance records were analyzed. Road performance was

measured in terms of setting (curing)of asphalt and bleeding. All four asphalts were 150/200 pen

asphalts and the mixes complied withthe South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) specircation;

yet, two asphalts bled profusely. Tables 3-2 and 3-3 summarizethe properties and retentiontimes

of the asphaltene fractions and corresponding whole asphalts. Figure 3-10 shows the

chromatograme for these asphalts. AsphaltsA and B, labelled as "bad', bled profusely immediately

after construction, while Asphalts C and D were still in "good" condition after 9 and 3 years

performance, respectively.

The two asphalts giving satisfactoryperformances have a pronounced peak (Asphalt C) or

a shoulder (Asphalt D) at a retention time of approximately18 minutes, whereas the unsatisfactory

asphalts show either a complete lack of the presence of high molecular mass constituents (Asphalt

A) or only a slight shoulder (Asphalt B). Shown in Figure 3-11 are the chromatograms for the

asphaltene fractions of three of these 1501200 pen asphalts (Asphalt B was not included in this

comparison as it was tested at a later stagel). Hattingh concluded that the poor performance

exhibited by Asphalts A and B were partly due to (a) their low asphaltene contents, and (b)

insufficient high molecular mass components in the asphaltenas.

Finally, Hattingh concluded that more data was required before any relationshipbetween

in-service performance and chemical fractionation could be established. However. a certain

percentage of asphaltenes appears necessary to ensure that an asphalt performs well. Too high

a percentage of asphaltene leads to cracking and too low a percentage causes setting problems.

1The result was not included in this paper.
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Table 3-?. Asphalt contents and ductility measurements of four 150/200 pen original asphalts

and their extended TFOT residues and performance assessments in S. Africa (Hattingh, 1984).

Asphalt A Asphalt B Asphalt C Asphalt D

ETFOT ET?O'r E1_'OT ETF'OT

Orig. 32_ h Ol:i_. 32_ h 0¢i_. 32_ is Orig. 32_ h

Ductility(---] +1400 +1400 +1400 +1400 +1400 65 +1400 870

Performance Bad - Bad Good - Good -

/Lsphal tenes 13.7 24.0 15.3 26.3 20.7 32.0 1"/.9 26.9
(,)

Increase in

Asphaltenes - 10.3 - 11.0 - 1 1.3 - 9.0
af 1:erETFOT
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Figure 3-10. Molecularmass profilesof four 150/200 pen whole asphalts (Hattingh, 1984).
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DECREASING MOLECULAR MASS
•_ ASPHALT ENE CONTENT

ASPHALT A • 13.7% ( BAD }

ASPHALT C • 20.7 % (GOOD)

ASPtlALT D • 17.9 % (GOOD}
I

,/_-'- ASPHALT A

/./,,_'_-_ ASPHALT C

//_."- \ 4, .
/__,_-- \ '_--ASPHALTO

3z z4 20 ,6 ,z . 4 l
RETENTION TIME (MINS} INJECT

Figure 3-1 I. Molecular mass profiles of the asphaltene fractions of three 150/200
pen asphalts (Hattingh, 1984).
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In addition,asphaitene content alone does not providesufficientdata; the molecularsize distribution

is also needed to give an indicationof the performance of a particularasphalt.

3.3 BRQLI_ET AL (1986)

This paper (Brl_ld et al., 1986) descdbes the ongoing research at France's Laboratoire

Central des Pontset Chaussds (I.CPC)in developingmethodsfor characterizingthe physicochemical

and rheologicalproperties of asphaltcementsand the establishmentof relationshipsbetweenthese

properties and their composition and colloidal structure. For physicochemicalcharacterization,

techniques such as high pressure liquidchromatography(HPLC), gel permeation chromatography

(GPC), and differential scanningcalodrnetry(DSC) were used. The rheologicalbehaviorof asphalt

was studied by the peeling technique,viscoelasticimetry,and viscosimetryon thin films. In addition,

conventional asphalt characteristicssuch as penetrationwere also measured.

To understand the relationshipbetween the (chemical) composition and its rheological

properties, a dascription of the colloidal structure of asphalt is necessary. Conventionally,it is

assumed that asphalt cements are colloidal systems consisting of a suspension of asphaltene

micelles peptized by resins in an oily medium. Research by Yen (1981) has led to a proposed

model for the macrostructureof asphaitene micellesas shown in Figure 3-12 (note that molecular

micelles and aggregates are groupsthat are defined by their molecularweight). In this model,the

overallcohesionof the miceUeis providedby interactionsbetween the _"electronsof the polynuclear .

aromaticsheets. According to Brt_ldet al., the Yen model is not limitedto the formationof micelles.

It also offersthe possibilityof creatingcomplex edificesformed by the associationof severalmicalles

into real aggregates, as shown in Figure3-13. The formationof these aggregates is thoughtto be

related to intermolecular interactions, the nature of which is not indicated. One key parameter

governing the equilibriumof such a colloidalstructure is the chemicalcompositionof itsconstituents.

And any modificationin this equilibrium(e.g., under the action of a temperaturevariation)leads to

a modification in the rheological behavior.

From Brt_ld et al.s' work on HPLC, it was possible to characterize asphalt cements and

their fractions through the use of a chloroform-methanol-watersolution. The maitenes and

asphaltenes are clearly differentiated,as shown in Figure 3-14. However,these resultsare only for

specif¢ test conditions. The researchersnoted that it was difficultto controlthe reproducibilityover

a long time period.

The research activity at LCPC was much more extensive in the GPC area. According to

Braid et al., GPC was particularly importantwhen comparing the colloidalstructureof the binder
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(Braid et al., 1986).
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versus the colloidal behavior of the solution. It was also possible to obtain an image of the

composition of the medium, in the colloidalsense of the term (intermicellarphase and dispersed

phase distribution),and to assess the interactionproperties of micelleswithin the colloidalsystem.

However, conventionalGPC (usinga set of severalcolumnswith typicalparticle sizes from 37 to 75

/_m on vew diluted solutions)do not differentiatebetween molecularweight distributiongreatly. In

other words, it was difl'¢ultto distinguishbetween chromatogramsof the originalasphalt and of the

same asphalt after aging (naturalor artircial). This is because such a GPC operates slowlyenough

so that dissociationshavetime to develop,Le.,the aggregationsdeveloped duringthe aging process

dissociate.Therefore,a "fast"method designedto preventthisdissociationwas proposed as follows:

Columns: Dual columnsof/4-Styragel of 103 and 104 _ 30 cm long;
Solvent: Freshly distilledtetrahydrofuran;
Injected Quantity: 1 mg (10/4L of 10 percent solution);
Flow Rate: 3.5 mlJmin; and
Detection: Ultravioletat 350 nm.

Using this "fast" GPC method, Bn._ldet al. were able to show that there was a bimodal

distributionin the chromatogramfor both the asphalt cements as well as the asphaitenes, for both

the straight-runand blown asphalt cements (Figure3-15). In addition, blowing tended to resultin

a,third populationlocated towards the large molecularsizes (1000 J_ in Figure 3-15).

By observingthe chromatograms(Figure3-16) of five 40-50 asphalt cements (A through E)
\

before and after the RollingThin Film Oven Test (RTFOT), it was concludedthat the entitieseluted

at the level of a molecularweight of about 105, which correspondsto aggregates in the process of

dissociation. To further highlight intermicellarinteractionproperty, Bn._ldet al. eliminated one of the

GPC columns (104 Jk porosity) to reduce the elution time by haft to a few minutes. This thereby

limited the dissociationthat was occurringin aggregates with a molecularweight of 105. Also, by

deliberately reducing the eff'¢iency of the system in the range of large masses, these masses

grouped within a narrow range of elutionvolumes. Figure 3-17 shows the chromatogramsfor the

same rNe 40-50 asphalt cements before and after RTFOT under these "ultra-fast"GPC conditions.

As can be seen, there is an obvious peak in the chromatogramat the right. The authors defined

a term called the interaction index (for comparison purposes) as the height of the signal at the

exclusionvolume for the ultravioletdetector. In Figure 3-17, the interactionindices are indicatedby

the vertical bars A through E (one for each asphalt cement).

In addition, the authors were able to conclude that the molecules (first population) are

representative of the intermicellar phase (Figure 3-18); the micellas (second population) with a

molecular weight of about 10,000 are representativeof the "sol"type dispersed phase; and the
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interactionpeaks (molecularweights exceeding100,000) is an image of the fractionof the dispersed

phase giving the binder its gel-character. Hence, GPC can be used for the qualitative

characterization of the complex equilibriumexistingwithinthe asphalt cement between:

Molecules : Micelles _. Aggregates

However, BrOldet at. (1986) also emphasized that there was no relationshipbetween the

interaction index and the consistency of the asphalt cement as evaluated by, for example,

penetration. Similarly, there is no relationshipbetween the interaction index and the asphaltens

contenL Figure 3-18 shows the colloidal structure of the binder and the GPC chrornatogram

obtained in a few minutes under the previouslyproposed 'ultra-fast"conditions. The hypothesis

set forth by Br(tld et at. to explainthe formationof aggregates after blowing(on weathering) is that

the latter creates a number of activecenters (polar functions)that are responsiblefor the intermicellar

interactions (hydrogen bonding). The more severe the blowing, the more numerous these

interactions would be. A straight-run asphalt cement is a colloidal system made up of individual

micallee (i.e., the sol type) as shown to the rightof Figure 3-18 (I). During blowing, the asphaitene

content increasestogether with an increasingamount of micellasinteracting to form aggregates that

give the material an intermediate sol-gel structure with viscoelasticbehavior. In the extreme case,

for oxidized asphalt cements, the perfect gel structure is reached (left part of Figure 3-18 (11))in

which the asphaitenes are organized in a three.dimensionalnetwork, giving the medium its elasticity.

In addition to the above experiments,the theological propertiesof the asphalt cements were

measured using the peeling test, as previouslymentioned. Peeling is a method used to evaluate

the cohesion of asphalt cements and consistsof measuring the force required to cause the failure

of a film of binder under given speed and temperature conditions. A series of tests was performed

on 12 asphalt cements. In Table 3-4, the calculatedvalues of the medians and average width of the

loss modulus and peeling curves are summarized for six of the asphalt cements studied (F through

K), along with their conventionalcharacteristics. Fromthese tests, Bn._ldat al. were able to conclude

that 1) peeling fracture energy is relatedto the complex modulus, and master curveswere obtained;

2) a "good"correlation was found between the speed giving the maximum force applied and the

Fraass brittlenesstemperature; and 3) a relationshipwas found between peeling resistance and the
loss modulus.

Therefore, it was concluded that the peeling test appears to allow a good discriminationof

the binders from the viewpoint of cohesion and brittleness. Since peeling force depends on the

viscoelastic properties, and in particular, the complex modulus, it may dire_ly be able to provide

qualitative informationon the rheologicalbehavior of the asphalts tested. Under slightly different
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Table 3-4. Physical properties,peeling and complex modulus for six asphalt cements
(Braid et al., 1986).

Pen2s R & B P.I log fm log Vm )'rn
(0.1 mm) (°C) (Pen.] (Hz) of (mm/min) °v °vlof (10"9m)

F 88 54 1.2 -_ 7 = 2.5 = 2.6 --" 1.3 0.52 0.01

G 88 46 - 1.1 4.1 1.6 1.3 0.9 0.56 0.26

H 82 48 O.1 5.1 2.1 1.8 1.25 0.60 0.083

I 82 44 - 1.7 3.0 1.5 0.5 0.8 0.53 0.53

J 38 60 1.1 5.5 2.5 1.3 1.3 0.52 0.01

K 54 53 - 0.3 4.0 1.9 0.65 1.2 0.63 0.7

Note: Penz5 == Penetration@ 25"C
R & B == Ring and ball temperature
P.I. -- PenetrationIndex

log fm = median peak width of loss modulus
of = average peak width of loss modulus
log V= - median peak width for peeling
o'v -- average peak width for peeling
_Xm = average distance between two consecutivemolecules
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conditions, it may be possible to utilize this test in determining the overall adhesion on mineral

supportswith or without the presence of water.

For the thin-film viscomatric experiments, the first experimentsconducted were aimed at

verifyingand specifyingthe performanceof the equipment. In the thin-filmviscosimetricexperiments,

a simple shear stress was applied to two slidingparallel planes, with a thin film (approximately 10
#,,-.

microns) of asphalt film between the planes. This was to investigatethe creeping of thin film to

determine the behavior of the binder located at the interface. BrOId at el. were able to adapt

nonlinear viscoelasticbehavior models to the expedmant resultsobtained for asphalt cements. A

theological model known as the Maxwell-Nortonmodel was adopted. In this model, a parameter,

n, is a structuralcoefficientrelated to the spatial distdb_ion of intermicellarinteractions;the higher

the value of n, the more gel-like the materialbecomes. On the other hand, as n approaches 1, the

more numerousand dispersed will be the asphaltenemicellas without any stronginteractionbetween

them. in short, the Maxwell-Norton model def,'ms the degree of medium organization. Therefore,

as the interaction index increases, the parameter n also increases.

Using the Maxwell-Norton model, BrOldet ai. were then able to calculate the standard

deviations of the relaxation spectrum and predict these standard deviationswith regressionmodels

using the GPC interaction index and asphaltene contenL A systematic study of 22 road asphalt

cements of different odgins (different crude and production processes), including a number of

naturally and artificiallyweathered samples, indicated that the standard deviation of the relaxation

spectrum (astirnated by measuring the complex modulusat variable temperatures and frequencies)

depends on both the amount of asphaitenes and the intensityof their interactions. The following
models were determined:

Ko ,= 2.08 + (0.899 1/200) + 0.0348 A

Ko - 2.305 + 0.0428 [1 + (i/200)] A

where: K ,, proportionalityconstant,
o -- standard deviationof relaxationspectrum,
I -- GPC interactionindex(heightinmm of interactionpeak undergiven operating

conditions), and
A =, asphaltene content.

The first model has a correlationcoefficient of 0.952 and a residual variance of 0.0208, and

the second model has a correlationcoeff'¢ient of 0.944 and a residual variance of 0.02277. Figure

3-19 allows a comparison of the values of Ko measured and estimated on the basis of the first

model.
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Figure 3-19. Comparison of calculatedand measured standard deviations (BrCddet al., 1986).
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The resultsof this comparisonconfirmthe signirmanceof interactionsbetween asphaltenes

(aggregation)and the interactionindex (usingGPC). They are of significantpracticalvalue because

they allow:, a) an a priod classificationof asphalt cements of a given category, and b) follow-up

of natural or artificial weathering. In conclusion, GPC can be used to evaluate the degree of

evolutionof in-situweathered asphalt cements.

In summan/, the paper by Bn._ldet al. discussed the resultsof HPLC, GPC and rheological

investigationsas a means of characterizingasphalt cements. Although no field performancedata

were available, muchuseful informationon the asphalt model was presented. It was concludedthat:

1. Asphalt cements of the same grade can have substantially different chemical

compositionsand rheologicalbehavior.

2. GPC enables a characterizationof the complex colloidal equilibrium of asphalt

cemenL Shifting the equilibriumfrom molecules to micelles to aggregates (as a

result of blowing or weathering) is accompanied by changes in the rheological

properties from a sol system to a gel system.

3. GPC can be used to evaluate the blowing rate of new asphalt cements as well as

the degree of in-situweathering.

4. The authors also recognizedthat the use of the RTFOT to simulatein-situweathering

may not be valid because of the temperature used in the test (160"C). Current

research is underway to look at other techniques.

3.4 ISHAI ET AL (1988)

This bi-national study (France and Israel) was conducted to correlate, explain, and predict

the long term aging characteristics of the asphalts with its fundamental theological and physico-

chemical properties (Ishai et al., 1988). The long-term asphalt durabilitywas related to some basic

theological and physico-chemicalcharacteristicsof the originaland standard aged asphalt cements.

Four propane precipitated (PPA) 60/70 asphalt cement blends (A, B, D & E), a control

straight-run 60-70 asphalt cement, a vacuum tower bottom (VTB), and PPA residue were tested.

The pure PPA component was also tested. The various tests and analyses performed, before and

alter RTFOT, are shown in Tables 3-5 and 3-6, respectively. GPC was used to characterize all the

asphalt samples before and afteraging inthe rollingthin filmoven test (RTFO'I'). Byusing"fast"and

•ultra-fast"GPC conditions(previously defined by BrQId et al., 1986, in Section3.3), informationcan
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Table 3-5. Basic properties of Israeli asphalt samples tested in France

(before RTFOT) (Ishai et al., 1988).

VTB
ASPIIALT IDENTIFICATION PPA1 A B D E Control 250

ASTH D 946 60-70 60-70 60-70
ASPIUtLT

GRADE
ASTH D 3381 - AC-20 _C-2011( AC-IO AC-20 AC-20/II

BLEND PROPORTIONS(PPA/VTB/EXT),Z 10010/0 20/80/C30/70/0 60/40/0 83/0/I 0/I00/0:O/I0010

PENETRATION OF VI"B COHPONENT, 0.1 ms - I00 - _00+ - 60-70 250

15°C - 18 20 16 15 21 -
20°C - 32 34 35 29 39 -

Penetration, 0.| m, at: 25°C 11 63 61 71 54 66 24P
30°C - 101 [00 121 91 10! -
35°C 32 179 [70 206 166 l?& -
45°C 109 ......

renetratton Index (LCI'C) - -1.4 -1.0 -2.0 -1.6 -0.8 -

Penetration Index (Pfeiffer) - -i.2 -0.5 -1.0 -1.3 -0.1 -

Softenin 8 Point (R&B), °C _1.0 &8.0 1.0 47.5 49.0 51.5 38.0

rempera¢ure of 800 Pen. °C - 68.0 ,9.5 &5.0 &8.0 &9 5

Frass Breaklng Polnt, °C 0 -15 15 -[3 -II -18 -

;roup Asphalt enes, Z 10.4 11.6 12.7 8.8 8.7 3.9 10.3
Reslnes, Z 20. I 25.6 _0.6 22.9 18.7 Z0.8 18.7_omposttion

lint roscan) Aromatics, X _6.& 56.3 _7.9 59.6 68.2 51,./, 57.9
Saturates, Z 3.1 6.5 8.8 8.7 4.4 10.9 13.1

:;aestel Index (IC) 3.16 0.22 ).27 0.21 0.15 3.33 0.31

_andium Content, Z 183 - - 147 14& 280 145

_lckel Content, Z 66 - - 51 58 46 64
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Table 3-6. Basic propertiesof Israeliasphalt samples tested in France
(after RTFOT) (Ishaiet al., 1988).

VT8

ASPIIALT IDENTIFICATION PPAI A B D E Control 250

ASTH D 966 60-70 60-70 60-70ASPIIAI,T
GRAI)E

ASTH D 3381 - AC=20 AC-20/I, AC-IO AC-20 AC-2OAI

BLEND PROPORTIONS (PPA/VTB/EXT), X 100/0/0 20/80_30/70/0 60/40/C 83/0/1:0/100/0 0/100/0

PENETRATION OF v'rB COHPONENT, O.1 ms - 100 - 500 + - 60-70 250

15°C 12 15 15 10 16 -

20°C 18 19 25 19 22 -

Penetration. 0.1 m0 a¢: 25°C 34 36 39 35 142 127

30°C 52 52 71 60 56 -

35°C 96 91 130 97 93 -

Penetration Index (LCPC) -0.8 0 -I.0 -1.4 _0.2 -

l'enetratlon Index (Pfelffer) -1.0 -0.5 -1.6 -l.2 -0.1 -
t

;often£ng Point (R&B), °C 54.5 _6.0' 51.5 53.0 $6.5 44

temperature of 800 Pen. °C 55.5 ;9.0 52.5 53.0 59.0 -

=rass Breaking Point, °C -9 12 -i0 -8 -|7 -

Asphaltenes. Z
Group

Reslnes, Z

Composition AromaClcs, Z
(latroscan)

Saturates, X

Caestel Index (IC)
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be obtained about the complex equilibriumamong molecules, micelles, and agglomerates of the

colloidalstructureof asphalt cement.

In the 'fast"condition, two columns (103 and 104 _I_ of/_-styragel are used. Figure 3-20

shows a relativecomparisonof chromatogramsof PPA, VTB, and AsphaltA, and the controlbefore

and after aging In the standard RTFOT. Before aging, the shape of the chromatograms for PPA,

VTB, and sample A are quite similar. On the other hand, the shape of the chromatogramfor the

controlasphalt is quite different than that of sample A. In asphalt A, the amount of micellesis higher

and some agglomeratesare present. Afterthe RTFOT aging, the amount of micalleshas increased

In both sample A and the control asphalt, but more so in the latter. Also, there is a significant

increase In the amount of agglomerates In the controlasphalt after aging.

In the "ultra4ast" condition, only one 103 A column of #-styragel is used. A relative

comparison of chromatograms of the same asphalts before and after RTFOT, using ultra.fast

conditions is shown In Figure 3-21. Usingthe single 103A column, all the larger molecular weight

compoundsare eluted in a very small range of elutionvolumes at the bottomof the exclusionvolume

of the column. Hence the "interaction index" (see Section 3.3-BrOld et al., 1986), which is the

detector response for the exclusionvolume, is linked to the amount of heavy compour_Is in the

asphalt cement, and therefore with the amount of agglomerates. In Figure 3.21, the "interaction

index" for PPA, VTB and sample A before aging is very close to zero, l.e., the amount of miceUesis

quite low. These asphalts have very few compounds with high molecularweight. As in Figure 3-20, -

the control asphalt cement is different showing a large amount of micelles and a significant

"interaction index". These observationsagree with those from Figure 3.20, but the "ultra-fast"GPC

allows a sharp distinction of the difference in the amount of high molecular weight among the

different samples.

After RTFOT aging, an increase both in the "interactionindex" and in the amount of micelles

for VTB and Sample A is observed. The same is also seen for the control sample, but the increase

in the content of micelles is more significant. These results agree with the long-termage hardening

behavior of these asphalts.

Ishai et al. (1988) concluded that the evolution of the colloidal structure either between

different types of asphalts possessing different sensitivitiesto aging or as caused by aging, is clearly

reflected in the molecularweight distributionas obtained by GPC. It was found that GPC can
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Figure 3-20. GPC characterization of the asphalt samples in "fast" conditions before and after
RTFOT (Ishai et ai., 1988).
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Figure 3-21. GPC characterization of the asphalt samples in "ultra-fast" conditions before and
after RTFOT (Ishai et al., 1988).
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provide valuable infotm_ion on the changes occurring in the colloidal structure of the different

asphalt types dudng aging.

3.5 PRICE AND BURATI (1990)

In this study, Price and Burati (1990) used HP-GPC to characterizeten modifiedasphalts

and one control AC-20. The ten modit'mdasphalts included four rubber modirmrs,three plastic

modifiers, two hard (harder grade) asphalts and one oxidant modif'mr. Table 3-7 summarizesthe

eleven binders studied. Their principal objective was to demonstrate the value of HP-GPC in

predicting performance of asphalts and modified asphalts in laboratory tests for asphalt cement,

Marshall mix design and asphaltic concretemixes.

Laborato_,test data were divided intothree groups. Test data on the parent asphaltcement

included specif'¢gravity,penetration,absoluteand kinematicviscositiesand absolute viscosityof the

Thin Film Oven Test (I"FOT) residue. Mix design data included optimumasphalt content,Marshall

stabilityand Marshall flow (no informationwas providedon the type of aggregate used). Physical

test data on the asphalt concrete mix specimen included indirecttensile strengths at four different

temperatures; resilient modulus at four temperatures; and creep-rebound test data at two

temperatures. The propertiesmeasured are described in Table 3-8. The mean valuesfor all variable

data for modified asphalts is summarized in Table 3.9. HP-GPC analysiswas performed on all of

the modified asphalts and the controlAC-20. The HP-GPC chromatogramswere partitioned into

thirds (LMS, MMS, SMS) afterwork byJenningset al. (1980), and intotenths. Partitioningintotenths

was used because partitioningintothirdsdid not providesufficientresolutionto establishcorrelations

between HP-GPC and the laboratory tests. These partitionswere called HP-GPC group variables.

Tables 3-10 and 3-11 summarize the HP-GPC data for the modified asphalts using three and 10

partitions, respectively.

The authors (Price and Burati, 1990) presented five strong (significance level of less than

0.10 and an Rz value of 0.75 or greater) correlationsbetweentest data and HP-GPC characterization.

These relationshipsare as follows:

1. SG - 1.3937 - 0.0096 ('rEN1) + 0.0189 (TEN2)

- 0.0218 (TEN6) + Type constant (Rz = 0.98)

2. TS39 == - 3031.74 + 180.08 ('I'EN5) + 220.86 (TEN9)

- 141.62 (TEN10) + Type constant (Rz = 0.98)
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Table 3-7. Modified asphalt codes and descriptions (Price and Burati, 1990).

CODE NAME DESCRIPTION

Control

C Parent AC-20 Control and basis for all mixes

Hard Asphalts

!il AC-40 Straight run AC-40 for comparison

112 45t Trinidad 45% Lake Trinidad Asphalt In AC-20

Rubbers

RI Rubber i Ground reclaimed tire rubber

R2 Rubber 2 SBS* Rubber Latex

R3 Rubber 3 SBS* oli extended copolymer rubber

R4 Rubber 4 Polychloroprene homopolymer rubber

Plastics

P1 Plastic 1 Ethyl vinyl acetate

P2 Plastic 2 Polyethylene with 5% LDPZ**

P3 Plastic 3 Two component polymer

Oxidant

O1 Oxidant OI1 based soap and soluble manganese

*SBS - styrene butadlene styrene.
**LDPE - low density polyethylene
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Table 3-8. Data variables and their descriptions(Priceand Burati, 1990).

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

PEN Standard penetratlon test value

SG Specific gravity

OAC Optimum asphalt content by Marshall method

STAB Marshall stability

FLOW Marshall flow

STRN77 Strain measured at 77" F for creep-rebound

STRNIO4 Strain measured at 104" F for creep-rebound

CREEPT? Measured creep in Inches at 77" F

CREEP104 Measured creep In inches at 104" F

REB77 Measured rebound in Inches at 77" F

REBI04 Measured rebound in inches at 104" F

PCRBT? Percent rebound at 77" F

PCRBI04 Percent rebound at 104" F

RMO Resilient modulus at O" F

RM)9 Resilient modulus at 39" F

RM77 Resilient modulus at 77" F

RMI04 Resilient modulus at 104" F

TSO Indirect tensile strength at O" F

TS39 Indirect tensile strength at 39" F

TS77 Indirect tensile strength at 77" F

TSI04 Indirect tensile strength 104" F
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Table 3-9. Mean values for all variable data for modified asphalts

(Price and Burati, 1990).

Code TYPE SG PEN TS0 TS39 TS77 TSI04 REB77 REBI04

.l_m psi psi psi psi t t

C Control 1.037 85 583.6 )45.9 96.7 38.5 32.3 61.5
II1 ilard 1.020 39 450.9 445_1 197.7 50.2 29.3 40.0
!i2 llard 1.174 23 600.1 516.5 209.7 60.7 24.3 _4.6
R1 Rubber 1.054 50 599.1 )49.2 99.3 44.4 38.7 29.8
R2 Rubber 1.030 67 526.5 )87.9 131.6 41.3 23.1 45.0
R3 Rubber 1.O29 65 476.7 330.0 117.5 48.2 25.4 24.7
R4 Rubber 1.045 80 630.4 366.0 124.8 43.7 29.6 25.3
P1 Plastic 1.035 54 610.5 391.3 140.9 53.3 31.2 28.0
P2 Plastic 1.025 53 600.3 419.2 156.3 55.0 12.3 35.2
P3 Plastic 1.028 108 561.6 159.9 97.1 32.1 34.2 30.2
O1 Oxidant 1.038 89 493.4 386.6 161,9 98.3 15.9 33.3

Code Type RNO RN39 RH77 RNI04 CH77 RHC77

psi psi psl psi

C Control 3143888 3030308 316513 76251 375.9 841.9
!il ilard 2792331 3041043 451148 125440 294.1 1533.9
i!2 Ilard 1575560 1405298 791644 113794 721.2 1097.8
R1 Rubber 2150855 20217)2 595207 205194 480.8 1238.0
R2 Rubber 1548690 1235363 329850 125085 468.8 703.7
R3 Rubber 1146040 1366029 373305 155819 496.7 751.6
R4 Rubber 1624240 489017 266380 120091 413.2 644.6
Pl Plastic 2286823 1078911 347476 150905 700.9 495.7 ",
P2 Plastic 877121 898425 372100 161594 635.6 585.4
P) Plastic 2860852 1614363 625545 93485 441.2 1417.9
O1 Oxidant 3247483 1682085 653892 243172 1694.9 385.8

Code Type OAC STAB FLOW STRN77 STRNI04
t lbs .01" in/in in/In

C Control 5.0 2160 11 0.133 0.088
II1 ilard 4.8 2240 9 0.170 0.074
1|2 Ilard 5.6 3200 9 O.104 0.104
R1 Rubber 5.4 2040 12 0.156 0.227
R2 Rubber 5.1 2780 10 0.160 0.096
R_ Rubber 5.1 2480 11 0.151 0.117
R4 Rubber 5.2 2040 11 0.121 0.111
P1 Plastic 4.8 2640 9 O.107 0.110
P2 Plastic 5.0 2570 11 0.118 0.090
P3 Plastic 4.9 2080 10 0.170 0.094
O1 Oxidan_ 4.8 3850 10 0.059 0.064
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Table 3-10. HP-GPC data for modified asphalts using partitions into thirds (% area)

(Price and Burati, 1990).

Code Type LMS MMS SMS

C Control 12.65 49.83 37.52
!|1 llard 4.51 47.31 48.18
112 Ilard 19.70 40.80 39.49
R1 Rubber 15.00 49.15 35.85
R2 Rubber 14.24 50.35 35.41
R3 Rubber 16.54 46.67 36.80

R4 Rubber 12.77 50.45 36.78

PI Plastic 13.25 50.06 36.69
P2 Plastic 13.08 49.46 37.45
P3 Plastic 15.52 49.17 35.31
Ol Oxidant 12.75 50.11 37.15
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Table 3-11. HP-GPC data tor modilied asphalts using partitions into tenths (% area)
price and Burati, 1990).

Code Type TEN1 TEN2 TEN3 TEN4 TEN5 TEN6 TEN7 TEN8 TEN9 TENIO

C Control 0.2 2.2 6.4 10.7 11.6 17.8 18.9 17.5 9.4 5.3
ill llard 0.2 0.7 2.0 5.5 9.2 18.2 23.0 24.0 11.9 5.3
!i2 llard 3.6 6.0 6.8 9.4 10.2 14.3 14.6 17.3 12.0 5.9
RI Rubber 1.3 3.2 6.8 10.6 11.3 17.6 18.8 17.2 8.8 4.5
R2 Rubber 0.9 2.3 7.0 11.2 11.6 17.9 19.2 17.4 8.5 4.0
R3 Rubber 4.5 2.1 6.3 10.2 10.8 16.6 17.9 17.1 9.6 4.9
R4 Rubber 0.4 2.0 6.5 10.8 11.6 18.0 19.6 17.9 8.9 4.4
P1 Plastic 0.3 2.3 6.7 10.9 11.6 17.9 19.0 17.5 9.0 4.7
P2 PIastlc 0.2 2.2 6.7 10.9 11.6 17.5 18.7 17.5 9.4 5.2
P3 P1astlc 2.2 3.4 6.4 10.1 11.0 17.8 19.2 16.8 8.5 4.5
Ol Oxidant 0.1 2.1 6.6 10.8 11.6 18.0 19.2 17.8 9.1 4.7
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3. TS77 -- - 85.45 + 22.73 (TENg) + Type constant (Rz = 0.87)

4. RM39 ,, 3,458,500 - 327,600 (TEN3) + Type constant (Rz = 0.77)

5. RM77 -, - 1,232,000 + 174,300 (TEN2) + 64,200 (TENT)

+ Type constant (Rz = 0.89)

where: SG - Specific Gravity
TS39 -- Indirecttensile strength@ 39°F
TS77 -- Indirecttensile strength @ 7"PF
RM39 -- Resilientmodulus@ 39°F
RM77 - Resilient Modulus @ 7"PF
TENi == Area under curveof ith tenth of elutiontime (i = 1 to 10)
Type constant = Constant dependent upon type of

modifiedasphaltsampleFable 3-12).

No strong or significantcorrelationwas found between HP-GPC parameters for modified

asphalts and the following properties: penetration, optimum asphalt content, Marshall stability,

Marshall flow, percent rebound, Indirecttensile strength at 0°F and 104°F, and resilientmodulus at

0°F and 104°F. In conclusion, Price and Burati (1990) were able to develop a quantitativemethod

to analyze HP-GPC profiles. This methodinvolvespartitioningthe HP-GPC profileinto tenths (based

on elutiontime). They were also able to obtain regressionequations to predict physical properties

of asphalts and modirmdasphalts from HP-GPC parameters.

3.6 GARRICKAND BISKUR (1990)

Garrick and Biskur (1990) detail the research done at the Universityof Connecticut with

regard to developing a procedurefor classifyingasphalts on the basis of their GPC profilesin this

report. (This is an expansion of some of Garrick's earlier work (see Section 2.4) from 1986 and

1988.) The procedure was successfullyevaluatedfor GPC profiles of variousasphalt research. The

results of this evaluation suggest that this classification process is accurate for a wide range of

paving grade asphalts. In addition, the process also appears to be applicableto profilesobtained

using many variations of the GPC procedures.

Fifteen different asphalts from six suppliers were obtained for this project. Table 3-13

presents information on the identity of these asphalts. Table 3-14 summarizes the physical

properties of these asphalts and Table 3-15 containsthe resultsof the GPC analyses. The elution

time for each partition (twelve partitions) are listed for all the asphalts tested. The followingGPC

system was used:
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Table 3-1__ HP-GPC Data Regression Analysis Coefficients for Modified Asphalts: TS39, TS77 AND SG

(N = 11) (Price and Burati, 1990).

ilP-GPC TS39 TS77 SG
Parameter

TEN1 -0.0096
TEN2 0.0189
TEN3
TEN4
TEN5 180.08
TEN6 -0.0218
TEN7
TEN8
TEN9 220.86 22.73
TEN10 - 141.62

constant -3031.74 - 85.45 1.3937

Type C - 45.85 - 31.12 -0.0086
!1 - 81.76 17.08 0.0115
O - 10.73 39.92 -0.0036
P - 3.91 12.50 -0.0198
R 0 0 0

R-squared 0.93 0.8693 0.9830
C.V. 11.72 14.26 0.98

HP-GPC RM39 RM77
Parameter

TEN1
TEN2 174300
TEN3 -327600
TEN4
TEN5
TEN6

TEN7 64200
TEN8
TEN9
TENIO
constant 3458500 -1232000
Type C 1674600 - 47000

U 192800 56300
O 395100 286300
P - 98100 1900
R 0 0

R-squared 0.7690 0.8897
C.V. 33.81 19.39
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Table 3-13. Listof asphalts used in project (Garrick & Biskur,1990).

Asphalt No. Grade Supplier State

NE5 AC-5 New Bituminous Flhode Island
NEIO AC-10 New Bituminous Rhode Island
NE20 AC-20 New Bituminous Rhode Island

D5 AC-5 Diamond Shamrock Texas
D10 AC-10 Diamond Shamrock Texas
D20 AC-20 Diamond Shamrock Texas

A5 AC-5 Ashland Kentucky
A10 AC-10 Ashland Kentucky
A20 AC-20 Ashland Kentucky

E5 AC-5 Edglngton California
, E20 AC-20 Edglngton Calllornla

CAG5 AC-5 Guyott Connecticut
CAG20 AC-20 Guyot! Connecticut

CP10 AC-10 Chevron New Jersey
CP20 AC-20 Chevron Connecticut
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Table 3-14. Physicalpropertiesof test asphalts (Garrick & Biskur, 1990).

Original A#phol| F TRT__Q_._R_7..,_
Asphalt N0, Penelra|lon Viscosity _ _ Viscosil¥

0,1 dm. 77°F D. 140°F cst. _7_°F 0.1 dm, T/°F D. 14Q"F

NE5 187 586 230 109 1344
NE10 110 1035 319 79 2155
NE20 68 1945 436 56 3957

D5 203 424 311 133 753
D10 122 896 476 78 1551
D20 70 2237 654 57 3859

A5 114 538 240 97 1033
A10 96 1096 333 58 1816
A20 74 2023 432 54 3837

E5 140 547 163 88 1107
E20 55 1711 275 38 3572

CAG5 177 481 260 126 1224
CAG20 77 2149 479 54 4452

CP10 117 1089 330 78 2947
CP20 91 1926 442 55 5449
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Table 3-14. Continued.

A_$phaltNo. pVN'(77-140"F) PVN(77-275"Fi VT$(140-275"F} VisRtltio(140"Fi

NE5 -0.30 -0.35 3.46 2.29
NEIO -0.58 -0.46 3.42 2.08
NE20 -0.67 -0.52 3.42 2.03

D5 -0.54 40.30 3.05 1.78
DIO -0.56 40.30 3.03 1.73
D20 -0.48 40.09 3.16 1.73

A5 -1.24 -0.87 3.38 1.92
A10 -0.73 -0.55 3.41 1.66
A20 -0.50 -0.45 3.45 1.90

E5 -0.89 -1.27 3.75 2.02
E20 -1.11 -1.37 3.76 2.09

CAG5 -0.64 -0.21 3.26 2.54
CAG20 -0.38 -0.25 3.39 2.07

CP10 -0.42 -0.33 3.41 2.71
CP20 -0.22 -0.18 3.41 2.83
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Columns: Three ultra-styragalcolumns-1000 J_ 500 _ 500 J_;
Solvent: Tetrahydrofuran(THF)
Detector:. Multiwave-length ultravioletdetector set at 290 nm.
Flow Rate: 1 ml/min.

The GPC parameters were obtained from the GPC profiles using a modified form of a

procedure developed by Garrick and Wood (1986). Instead of partitioningthe profilesinto eights,

twelve equal time segments were used. The GPC parameters, designated X1 to X12, are the

percentage of total area under the curve in each segment. Molecularsize can be assumed to

increase from X1 to X12. These parametersare a measure of the properties of asphalt molecules

of a given size.

Regression analyseswere then performed in an attempt to find relationshipsbetween the

HP-GPC parameters and physical properties. No relationshipwas found between GPC parameters

and either penetration (at 77"F) nor viscosity(at 140"F). These findings conflictwith those from

Garrick and Wood (1988), but Garrick and Biskurspeculate that in the earlier study, the asphalts

analyzed were from two sources only, which might explain the discrepancy.

Three measures of temperature susceptibilitywere calculated: PVN' (penetrationviscosity

n_Jmber,77eF to 140°F); PVN (77°F to 275°1:)and VTS (viscositytemperature susceptibility,140°F

to 275°F). In all cases, an excellent correlationwas found between GPC parameters and

temperature susceptibility. Figures 3-22 to 3-24 illustratethe close fit between GPC parameters

and temperature susceptibility. Since each value correlateswith a differentGPC slice,this suggests

that temperature susceptibilityin different temperatureranges are Independent of each other. In all

three cases, the temperature susceptibilitybecame less severe as the GPC parameter decreased.

In general, an asphalt with a very narrow GPC profile (narrow molecularsize distribution)will have

extreme (very high or very low)values of temperaturesusceptibilitydepending on the locationof the

peak. Conversely, an asphalt with a broader GPC profilewill have moderate values of temperature

susceptibility(Garrick and Biskur, 1990).

Figure 3-25 shows that viscosityratio increaseswith an increase in the GPC parameter,

X10. This result supports the hypothesis that asphalts with more volatiles (small molecules) are

more likely to show significantheat hardening. However, the correlation between GPC parameters

and viscosity ratio was poor, indicating that lossof volatilesis not the only mechanismcontributing

to heat hardening (Garrickand Biskur,1990). Table 3-16 summarizesthe regressionequationsthat

were developed.
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Table 3-16. Resultsof regressionanalyses (Garrick & Biskur,1990).

P_r..qP0rtv _g.c.gr¢$sionModel g-_.:__q_Jarcd

PVN" (77"F - 140"F) PVN" = -0.130 X5 + 1.890 0.07

PVN (77°F- 275°F) PVN = .0.207 X6 + 2.528 0.92

VTS (140°F- 275eF) VTS = 0.087 X7 + 2.565 0.89

VIs. rlnllo (140"F) VII = 1.160 XlO �1.2300.48
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Garrick and Biskur also found that the asphalts in the project could be divided into four

different groups on the basis of their GPC profiles. Also, the asphalts in each group had similar

temperature susceptibility and heat hardening properties. The classif'¢ation is based on two

characteristicsof the GPC profile-the distribution(broad or narrow) and the location of the peak.

The authors believe that the framework provided in their paper will make it easier to understand

the relationshipsbetween asphalt compositionand some of its physical propertias.

Finally, the authors concluded that GPC parameters correlate well with temperature

susceptibilityand to some extentwiththe viscosityratios. Usingthe relationshipsdeveloped between

GPC parameters and physicalproperties, a procedure for classifyingasphalts on the basis of their

GPC profiles was derived. Under this system the asphalts are divided into four groups with each

group having similar temperature susceptibilityand heat hardening properties. This classification

system may be used to predict physicalproperties of an asphalt from the shape of its GPC profile.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Beforedrawing any specific conclusions,itwill be worthwhileto reviewthe HP-GPC process.

Chromatographicseparation for asphalt compositionalanalysis can be broken down into:

• Gas Chromatography

• Inverse gas-liquidchromatography

• Liquid Chromatography (adsorption, ion exchange, coordination, thin layer, size

exclusion- mostly HP-GPC)

Size exclusion chromatography (GPC, HP-GPC) separmas asphalt constituents based on

their associated sizes in dilute solutions. Smaller molecular aggregations diffuse into and out of

the porous media in the column, with the larger structures unable to enter the pores and so they

pass quickly through the column. It separates asphalt based on the apparent size (hydrodynamic

volume) of molecules and molecular aggregations/associationsin dilute solution (Altgelt & Gouw,

1975). The chromatogram def'm_sthe molecular size distribution (MSD) or profile of an asphalL

However, what the profile represents is influenced by several factors, as discussed previously in
Section 1.3.

Despite the many factors that can influence HP-GPC results and their interpretation,three

basic conclusions may be made from this literaturereview: "

1. HP-GPC vs. Physical Propertiesof Asphalt - The molecular size distribution (MSD)

of an asphalt has a definite effect on its physical properties. However, these effects are

not easily characterized, although several studies have been performed in an effort to

quantify these effects.

a. According to Chollar et al. (1985), the LMS content of an asphalt has a

minor influenceon the physicalproperties such as ductility,specit'¢ gravity,

shear susceptibilitysince the regressionmodel that was developed only had
a Rz of 0.39.

b. After measuring the physical properties such as viscosity, penetration and

softeningpoint, before and afterTFO'I"s, Gloveret al. (1987) concluded that

the changes in these properties are reflected by their respective GPC

chromatograms.

c. Garrick & Wood (1986) found viscosity (@ 60oc and @ 135°C) and

penetration (@ 25oC)to be directly related to HP-GPC parameters. In 1988,
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they obtained similarregressionrelationshipswith viscosityratios, retained

penetration(afterTFOT), resilientmodulus (@ 50°F, 72OF)and indirect tensile

strengths of asphaltsand mixtures.

d. According to Brllld et ai. (1986), asphalt cements of the same grade can

have substantiallydifferentchemicalcompositionsand rheologicalbehavior.

GPC enables a characterizationof the complex colloidalequilibrium of an

asphalt cement. At the same time, Brllld et al., found that no relationship

existed betweenthe interactionindex (see Section 3.3) and the consistency

of the asphalt cement as evaluated by, for example, penetration. However,

a model was obC_nedto predict the degree of medium organizationwithin

asphalt using asphaitene content and the interactionindex.

e. Price and Burati (1990) were able to predict physical properties (such as

specific gravity,indirecttensilestrength, and resilient modulus) of modified

asphaltsusingHP-GPC parameters. Regressionequationswere developed.

f. Garrick and Biskur (1990) concluded that GPC parameters of an asphalt

cement correlate well with temperature susceptibilityand, to some extent,

with the viscosityratios. Regression equations were also developed.

, 2. HP-GPC vs. Field Performance- There are conflicting resultson whether HP-GPC

analysis can help to identifythe performanceof asphalt-aggregate mixtures.

a. Jenningset al. (1985)reportthatroad cracking(primarilytransversecracking)

is related to the LMS fraction determined from the HP-GPC chromatogram.

Recommendationson the range of LM$ and asphaitenes needed for good

performancewere obtained for Montana and other states. No asphalts with

more than 36 percent LMS have given excellent cracking performance in

studies limited to a minimumLMS value of 18%.

b. Kinnison's(1986) statisticalapproach led to his conclusionthat the LM$ and

SMS portions did not show any associationwith pavement performance.

However, although his data was based on Jennings et ai.'s (1985) work,

climate was not included as a variable.

c. Zenewitz & Tran (1987), however, concluded that there was statistical

significance in Jennings et al.'s data between LM$, $M$ and ruttingand

cracking. Althoughno quantifiable resultswere presented, they were able

to report some trends in the data.

d. Glover et al. (1987) were able to report that there is a general increase in

LMS as agingoccurs. A correlationbetween LMS and the tendernessrating

was obtained; generally,a lowI.MS content led to asphalts withtenderness
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problems.

e. Bynumand Traxler (1970) showed that virgin asphaltcements which contain

considerable amounts of high molecular size compounds have a greater

resistance to hardening in the asphalt course of a pavement. However,

Goodrich st al. (1986) superimposedtheir chromatograms (Figure 4-1) and

some Interestingcontradictionswere shown. AlthoughAsphalts 8-3 and 6-

14 (See top half of figure) were rated as excellent, the chromatograms do

show distinct differences. Conversely,Asphalts 3-9 and 11-10 (see bottom

haft of figure) had very similar chromatograms despite differences in their

condition. Sinfilady, Figure 4-2 shows chromatograms based on data

collected by Jennings et al. (1977). Although the roads had different

conditions,their chromatogram.swere very similar.

f. Hattingh (1984) concludedthat insufl'mienthigh molecularmass components

in the asphaitenes of the virgin asphalts leads to poor performance in terms

of setting (curing) of asphalt and bleeding.

g. BrQId et al. (1986) showed that GPC can be used to evaluate the blowing

rate of new asphalt cements as well as the degree of in-sltu weathering.

h. Ishal at aL (1988) concludedthat the evolutionof the colloidalstructure as

caused by aging is clearly reflected in the molecular weight distributionas

obtained by GPC. For an asphalt cement, the HP-GPC interaction index

(as defined by BrOId st al., 1986) increases with aging.

3. HP-GPC as an Asphalt Identification Tool - HP-GPC can be used to identify

differences in crude sources between various asphalts, between asphalts of the

same grade havingdifferentagingcharacteristics,and between asphaltsfromvarious

refinery processes. It is possibleto detect the presence of modifiersor fillersas the

MSD will change. Zenewitz & Tran (1987) also indicate that it could be used to

monitor the quality (uniformity)of asphalt during the production/refinery process.

a. According to Glover et al. (1987), the GPC procedure is a tool for asphalt

characterization. They also point out that changes in asphalt composition

caused by changes in processingand feedstock can be detected by GPC.

In most instances,the differencesbetween asphalts from varioussourcesare

distinguishable.

b. Bynum and Traxler (1970) concluded that GPC is a useful method for

determining differences in MSD of various road building asphalts. Asphalts

from different crude sources have different GPC profilesand so do asphalts

from various methods of processing.
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c. GPC enables a characterizationof the complex colloidal equilibriumof an

asphalt cement (asphaltcements of the same grade can have substantially

differentchemicalcompositionsand rheoiogicalbehavior)(BrQIdet al., 1986).

The shiftingof the colloidalequilibriumtowards the formationof aggregates

due to the interactions between asphaltenas can be characterized by the

GPC "interactionindex" (defined by Braid as the height of the signal at the

exclusionvolume for the ultravioletdetector). The interactionindex, or the

interactionpeak (molecularweights exceeding 100,000), is an image of the

fraction of the dispersed phase giving the binder its gel-character.

d. The evolution of the colloidal structurebetween different types of asphalts

possessingdifferent sensitivitiesto aging is clearly reflected inthe molecular

weight distributionas obtained by GPC (lshal et al., 1988).

Because of extensive effortsto relate informationfrom HP-GPC to pavement performance,

a special effort has been made to determine its potential application to the development of

performance-based specifications. Based on the information summarized in this report, it is

concluded that:

1. HP-GPC can be usedto "finger-print"asphaltsproduced froma spocir¢ crude source

, of refinery, i.e., to determinewhen sources or procedures change and a different

product is produced.

2. Physical tests incorporated in current asphalt specirmationsdo not characterizethe

chemical properties (aggregations) as measured by HP-GPC.

3. Relationships have been shown between HP-GPC parameters and performance of

asphalt concrete pavements. However, the relationships are not consistentand are

likely to be confoundedby test method, methodsof interpretationof the HP-GPC test

data, and relationshipto different types of pavement distress,i.e., transversecracking,

fatigue cracking, ruttingor tender mixes.
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APPENDIXA: GLOSSARYOF STATISTICALTERMS

This appendixcontainsthe descriptionof some commonstatisticalterms used inthis review.

There are three sourcesfor this information:

1. HighwayResearchBoard(1962),Special Report61E, The AASHO RoadTest: Report

5 - PavementResearch,Washington,D.C.

2. Neter, J., W. Wassarman & M. K. Kutner (1983), Aoolied Unear Re.qressionModels,

Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Illinois.

3. Benjamin,J. R. & C.A. Come, (1970), Probability,Statisticsand Decisionfor Civil

Enaineers. McGraw-HillBook Co.
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Mathematical Model (model): An assumed algebraic form for the relationship among particular
experimentalvariables. The model includesconstantswhosevaluesare to be determinedby analysis
procedures,and may also includeconstantswhosevalues are assumed. In many cases, the models
involvelogarithms.

Residual: The real differencebetween the observedvalue of an expedmentaivadable and the value
computedfor thisvariablefroma model inwhichall constantsare determinedand specificvaluesare
assigned to all remainingvariables.

Root Mean Square Residual: the square rootof the averagesquared residual. In general, the divisor
for this average is equal to the number of residualslessthe number of constantsdeterminedfor the
model by the data.

or rrnserror

Average Residual (mean residual): The average of the absolutevalues of all residuals. In general, the
divisorfor this average is equal to the number of residuaLs...r

Mean Log Residual: Wheneveran equation isderived forthe logarithmof a variable,Y, insteadof for
Y Itself, residuals and mean residuals represent discrepancies between observed and calculated
logarithmsof Y. Because it is generallyassumedthat about 90 percentof individualresidualsare less
than twice the mean residual, nine-tenths of the scatter of the observations log Y, around the
calculated values,Log^ Y,is contained inthe bankwhoselimitsare log Y ,- log^ Y + 2r_wherelog^ Y
is calculated from the derived equation and where r is the mean log residual.

It is often useful to express the error limits in the original units of Y. By takingantilogarithms
these limitsare given ,, (10±z_ ('_). Thus nine-tenthsof the scatter of Y around IPis expressedas
two percentages of _ (10"2i)(Y)and (102') (_). For example, ifr - 0.16, then 10-o.32- 0.48 and 100.32
--,2.09, so that approximatelynine-tenthsof the observed valuesfor Y are found between 0.48 and
2.09 timesthe correspondingcalculatedvalues for Y. Roughlyspeaking, It would be unusual,inthis
example, to land an observation less than one-half or more than twice the corresponding value
calculated from the equation.

If only one mean log residual is used to establishthe error bend, it can be expectedthat the
band willcontain about 60 percent of the residualsin log Y.

Effects (explained effects): Changes, or average changes, in an observed vadable that are attributed
to changes in one or more of the controlledfactorsof an expadmenL

Residual Effects (unexplainedeffects,residualvariation): Changes in an observed variablethat are
attributed to changes in unidentifiedvariables. Usually expressed in terms of average residuals.

Statistical Significance: An (explained) effect is said to be statistically significant if its magnitude
relativeto an appropriateaverage residual is so largethat there is littleriskthatthe unexplainedeffect
is actually a residual effect. The assumed riskthat the explained effect is really a residualeffect is
called the significance level,usually selected to be no more than 5 percent.

Linear Model: A model whose general form is Ao + ATX1 + A2X2...+ AkXk = 0, whereXl, X2,.... Xk are
functions of one or more experimentalvariables, and at least one of the constants,Ao,AI ..... Ak is tO
be determined through data analysis.

Least Squares Linear Regression Analysis (regression analysis): A mathematical procedure for
evaluatingthe undetermined constantsin a linear modelwhen it is assumedthat the best coefficients
are those which lead to a minimumfor the sum of squared residualsfor a particular experimental
variable.
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Total Variation: For a particularexperbnen_ variable,lhe sum of squared _ of the values for
the vadable from the mean vaJueof the vadable.

Squared Correla_on Coeff/c/ent." For linearmodels,the differencebetween unity and the ratioof total
squared residualsto total variationfor a particularvariable. Sometimessaid to be that fractionof the
total variationwhich is explained by the regressionequation..j2

Correlation Index: Forthe case of nonlinearmodels,the correlationindex servesto indicate the degree
of correlation between observed values of an expedmen_ variable and correspondingvalues of an
expeflrnentalvadable and correspondingvalues predicted from a derived equation. Thus. the
correlationIndexIs8 generalization of the squaredcorrelationcoefl'¢lentthat isused forlinearmodels.
The correlation Index Is computed by suMmctlng from one the ratio of sum of squared residualsto
the total variationin the observationsfor the variable.
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APPENDIXB

DESCRIPTION OF HEITHAUS PROCEDURE

This appendix contains a briefdescriptionof the Heithaus state of peptizationtest that was

used to determinethe fiocculation ratioby Glover et al. (1987) in Section 2.3 of this report. Also,

some terms used in that study are defined in this appendix.
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In Gloveret al.'s (1987) study, an abbreviated versionof the Heithausstate of oeptizationtest

was used for determiningthe flocculationratio. The procedure is described below:

1. Add 1 = 0.1g of asphalt to a 250 rnlErlenmeyer flask.

2. Add 5,0.05 ml toulene from a burette.

3. Heat gently on a steam bath or hot plate set at 200°F, the Erlenmeyer flask, asphalt

and toulane until asphalt softens.

4. Stir with a glass stirring rod until asphalt is well mixed into a uniform cutback.

CAUTION-be careful not to lose toulene. It may be helpful to weigh flask, asphalt

toulene and rod before heating and then replace any evaporation after cutback is

made.

5. Cool in a water bath at 70°F-80°F.

6. With a magnetic stirrer, mixing constantly,add heptane slowly. Intermittentlystop

mixing and place a drop of mix on a slide, cover with a cover glass and observe

under a microscope at 100 or more power. Continue examination after additional

incrementsof addition. With continued heptane addition, small individualtransparent

asphaltene particles will be seen in suspension.

7. No change will be observed with further heptane addition for a few mL then,

suddenly, with addition of another increment, a definite change will be observed as

the individualasphaltene particlesbegin to agglomerate or clump into looseflocculus.

Additional heptane (1-3 mQcompletes flocculationof the asphaltenes.

8. On initialevaluation, large incrementsof heptane, perhaps 10 ml, should be added.

Afterthe approximate volume for liocculation has been determined, another sample

should be taken and the heptane added in smaller increments as the volume is

approached where flocculationoccurs.

The weight of asphalt, volume of toulene and volume of heptane required to initiate

precipitation are recorded. The flocculationration (FR) is computed as follows:

(volume of toulene)
FR-

(volume of toulene + volume of heptane)

The full procedure may be used to compute additional parameters such as: (1) peptizability

of asphaitenes, (2) peptizing power of asphaltenes, and (3) state of peptization of asphaltenes.
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PeDtize:Thismeansto causeto dispersein a mediumor to bringintoco41oidaJsolution.

Compat_ility:As usedby Gloveret aL,it relatesto the mutualsolubilityof the molecular

componentsin asphaltto producehomogeneityin theasphaltsystemandis thusa functionof the

stateof peptizationof theasphalL Bydefinition,as highlyassociatedmolecularagglomeratesinthe

asphaltbecomeseparatedfromtheirdispersingor solubizingcomponents,the systemwillhave

reducedcomponentcompatibility.
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APPENDIXC

_I'REITER CHEMICALANALYSIS

This appendix contains a descriptionof the Strietor analysis referenced in Section 2.4 by

Garrick& Wood (1986) for determiningthe componentsof asphaltsand crude oils. This is produced

verbatimfrom ResearchPaper RP1387,NationalBureauof Standards, U.S. Departmentof Commerce

(Vol.26, Journal of Research of the National Bureau of Standards, May 1941).
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METHOD FOR DETERMININGTHE COMPONENTS OF
ASPHALTSAND CRUDE OILS

By O. G. Stdeter

ABSTRACT

The ordinary procedure for the analysis of asphalts, which uses petroleum naphtha and
carbon bisulfideas solvents,does not yield satisfactoryresults. Recently it has been found that by
substituting pentane for the petroleum naphtha and ether for the carbon bisulfide, accurately
reproducibleresultscan be obtainedfor the content of asphaltenas, resins,and the oily constituents.

1.0 Introduction

The components of asphalt, according to Marcusson, are the asphaltic acids and their
anhydrides,oily constituents, resins and asphaitenas. The asphalticacids and their anhydridesare
determined by saponifying with cold and hot alcoholic potash, respectively, but owing to the
formationof troublesome emulsionsand to the fact that they are presentin the asphalt only in small
amounts, their determination is usually omitted, so the ordinaryprocedure is:

1. The asphaitenes are precipitated with 88° Bt petroleum naphtha.

2. The petroleum naphtha filtrate,which containsthe oily constituents and the resins,
is reduced in volume by evaporation and then is completely absorbed by fuller's
earth.

, 3. The oily constituentsare extracted from the fuller's earth with petroleum naphtha.

4. Afterthe oily constituentsare removedfromthe fuller'searth, the resins are extracted
with carbon bisulfide or benzol.

Petroleum naphtha is not a definite compound,but a mixtureof hydrocarbonsthat varieswith
the nature of the crude petroleum from which it is obtained. A naphtha that consists chieflyof
hydrocarbons of the paraffin sedes will precipitate the asphaltenes more completely than will a
naphtha of the same boiling range but composed of naphthenas and aromatics. The revised
method substitutes n-pentana for the petroleumnaphtha. Because n-pentane is of nearly constant
composition, it has the advantage over petroleumnaphtha that differentlotsof it will precipitatethe
same percentage of asphaltenas from a given sample of asphalt or crude oil. In addition,because
it is a paraffin hydrocarbon, it will precipitate the asphaitenas almost completely,and will give more
accurate results than are possible to get with petroleumnaphtha.

For the extraction of the resins from the fuller'searth, the revised method substitutes ethyl
ether for the carbon bisulfide or benzol ordinarily used. On a given sample, it was found that
extraction of the resins with carbon bisulfideyielded 8.3 percent and with benzol 13.2 percent, but
extractionwith ethyl ether accordingto the revised procedure yielded 22.7 percent. In these cases,
the sums of the components of the asphalt when usingcarbon bisulfide, benzol, and ether, were
88.1, 94.7, and 99.4 percent respectively.

2.0 Revised Procedure

Weight 5,000 g of asphalt in small pieces on a tared watchglass and transfer to a 400-ml
wide-mouthedErlenmeyerflask. Add 100 mlof normalpentane, and rotatethe Erlenmeyerflask until
the asphalt is partially disintegrated. Add an additional 75 ml of pentane, and again rotate untilthe
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asphalt is completely disintegrated. Then add 50 ml of pentane, lightly cork the flask, and.allowto
settle overnight. -

2..__1 Asphaltenes

Filter the pentane solutionthrough a tared Gooch crucible, with slight suction. Catch the
filtrate,without attemptingto transfer all the asphaitenas to the Gooch crucible, in a 600-ml beaker
under a bell Jar. Wash the residue in the flask and on the crucible with successivesmall portions
of pentane until the filtrate is colorless. Dry the Gooch crucible in an oven at 105°C, cool in a
desiccator, and weigh. Dissolve in carbon tetrachloride the residue adhering to the walls of the
Erlenmeyer flask, and transferthe solutionto a 250-ml beaker. Evaporate to dryness by allowingthe
beaker to stand in a warm place, dry at 105°C and weigh. The combined weights of the residue
divided by 5 and multiplied by 100 gives the percentage of asphaitenes.

2.2 Oily Constituents

Allowthe filtrate containingthe oily constituentsand the resins (600-ml beaker) to evaporate
slowly to dryness at room temperature underthe hood. Wash the sides of the beaker with pentane,
and dissolvethe residue in a total volume of 25 ml of pentane.

To the 25-ml pentane solution in the 600-ml beaker add 20 g of fuller's earth which passes
a 100-mesh screen and thoroughly mix with a steel spatula. Add 15 g of 30- to 60-mesh fullar's
earth, and mix with the liner fuller's earth to make the latter more porous.

Transfer tim fulleds earth mixture, not too wet but before it becomes dusty, to a Soxhlet
extraction thimble (43 mm in diameter and 123 mm high). Plug the top of the thimble with cotton
to prevent washing the fuller's earth out of the thimble during the subsequent extraction. Let the
thimble with its contentsstand for 4 hours,then place it in a $oxhlet extractionapparatus, cover with
pentane, and allow the thimble to soak overnight. Then extract for an additional 6 hours. (Place
glass beads in the distillingflask to prevent bumping). Transfer the pentane solution, a little at a
time, to a 250-ml beaker and evaporate at room temperature under the hood. The beaker must
never be more than haft-filled, otherwise the evaporation of the pentane will cause the oily
constituentsto creep over itsdm. Place the beaker on the steam-bath and then in an oven at 105°(3
to drive off the last traces of pantane, cool in a desiccator, and weigh. The weight of the oily
constituents divided by 5 and multipliedby 100 gives the percentage of them in the sample. The
oily constituents should be amber colored. If darker they must be treated again with fullar's earth
and re-extracted.

2.33 Asphaltic Resins

After the removal of the oily constituents,extract the fuller's earth in the thimble with ethyl
ether in the manner deecdbed for the oily constituents. Evaporate the ether solutionto dryness, heat
in an oven at 105°C, cool, and weigh. The weightof the residue divided by 5 and multiplied by 100
gives the percentage of asphaltic resins.

3.0 Analytical Data

Table C-1 illustratesthe type of analytical results obtained with the revised method, using
pentane and ether as solvents.

The results given in Table C-1 are the average of two determinations. The duplicate
asphaltene determinations varied by less than 0.3 percent. The maximum difference between
determinations of the oil constituents was 1.5 percent and of the resins, 1.0 percent.
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TABLE C-1. COMPOSm¢_N OF FOUR ASPHALTSDETERMINED BY THE REVISED METHOD

Components A B C D

Asphaltenea ............................... 40.1 48.3 36.7 44.9

Oil Constituents............................. 41.0 33.2 40.0 39.0

Resins ................................... 18.2 17.8 22.7 15.5

T_ .................................. _.3 _.3 _.4 _.4

The revisedmethod is applicablenot only to asphaltsbut to crude oils as well. Hence, every
crude oil can be clessirmdwith respectto the proportionof esphaitanes, resins,and oily constituents
that it contains. This IS illustratedby the analysis of various crude oils as shown in Table C-2. In
this table the percentages of the oily constituentswere obtainedby difference. The oily constituents
of the crude oils are volatile and so can not be determined directly without a slight change in
technic.

TABLE C-2. ANALYSIS OF CRUDE OILS BY THE REVISED METHOD
I

Specimen Source Aspheitenes Oily Resins
Constituents

1................ Arkansas % 4.3 % 79.9 % 15.8
2. ............... Texas 7.2 76.6 16.2
3................ • 5.5 80.7 13.8
4................ • 7.7 77.9 14.4
5................ California 8.7 74.7 18.6
6................ • 17.5 63.7 18.8

7................ • 9.8 75.4 14.8

8................ Kentucky 0.1 95.8 4.1
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